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Executive Summary
This summative report of the final evaluation of Concern’s IAPF programme, brings together
qualitative and quantitative evidence collected over the evaluation period to assess Concern’s
organisational and programmatic performance during the IAPF period.
The IAPF has had a significant impact on Concern Worldwide and its beneficiaries and stakeholders.
Concern’s focus on the extreme poor and most vulnerable has delivered results for communities,
households and stakeholders and for Concern at all levels. Concern’s experience of working with
beneficiaries and in thematic areas such as nutrition, agriculture and livelihoods has allowed it to
deliver relevant and effective interventions. Concern has increased its impact at the meso level
whilst continuing to deliver impact at the micro level.
The IAPF has also delivered significant results across the three dimensions of extreme poverty
Concern has identified in its core policy “How Concern Understands Extreme Poverty” (HCUEP):
Assets (and the return on investment in assets), Inequality and Risk and Vulnerability.
When considered against the DAC criteria, the design of the IAPF programmes was relevant to both
the contexts in which they were operating and to the beneficiaries and stakeholders that were being
served and supported. This relevance was delivered through developing important core policies,
HCUEP and the Poor-Vulnerable Index (PVI), that were integrated into contextual analysis exercises
and rolled out across the countries participating in the IAPF.
Concern’s efficiency is challenged by the fragile contexts it operates in, although the progress made
by the Finance team during the IAPF period to make country programmes more accountable has
been important. The systems and tools introduced to facilitate more efficient working (results based
management, digital data gathering, Results Frameworks) have had some success, but have not
been as successful as hoped. Human resources remain challenging and have had an impact on
efficiency. Partnerships can be very challenging in fragile countries and contexts. Overall Concern
does deliver value for money, however further work is needed to improve tracking and analysis of
value for money.
The IAPF has been effective in delivering most of the anticipated results Concern was looking for.
With a strong performance at the micro level, a growing improvement in performance at the meso
level (particularly in programmes in more fragile contexts) and further work to be done at the macro
level to record the results that it is delivering internationally. Across the three dimensions of extreme
poverty, Concern was most effective in delivering results under Assets and return on investment in
Assets, then under Risk & Vulnerability and finally under Inequality. While the Active Citizenship
programme’s impact is yet to be properly proven, the Advocacy programme’s impact on a macro
and meso level is clear.
Concern’s impact is strongly focused at the micro level, in line with its outcome-level results.
Encouraging signs of impact at the meso and macro levels suggest that the organizational changes
that Concern has implemented during the IAPF are starting to pay off. Impacts as a result of
partnerships at the meso level have been demonstrated and impacts at the household level for
gender and equality have also been demonstrated. The Advocacy programme has contributed to
the impact delivered under Risk and Vulnerability at the macro level. However the Active Citizenship
programme should put in place better monitoring tools to capture the impact that it is having. Some
reported unintended impacts at the micro (household and community) level are encouraging and
need further study.
Most of Concern’s results are assessed as being partially sustainable, with some results being
assessed as sustainable. More sustainability is evident at the micro level than at the meso and
macro levels. Programmes in more stable contexts reported better sustainability than programmes
in more fragile contexts. Concern should focus more on systemic sustainability at the meso level
and take a longer view of sustainability in fragile contexts. The Advocacy programme has shown
i

potential for longer-term sustainability, while the Active Citizenship programme needs to consider
ways to measure potential or actual sustainability.
Concern’s results are better in stable development contexts (PVI Stream 2 countries) than in more
vulnerable contexts (PVI Stream 1 countries). Vulnerable contexts are a priority for Concern and
consideration has been given to how the organisation might approach overcoming the challenges of
working in vulnerable contexts.
A number of organisational themes emerged from this evaluation that reflect the key achievements
and challenges arising from the IAPF.
• Influence of HCUEP: From the organisational strategy right the way down to financial
reporting packs, there is a deep permeation of HCUEP throughout Concern. HCEUP is an
important and almost unique policy and its application in increasing Concern’s focus on the
most vulnerable is to be applauded;
• Introduction of Results Based Management (RBM): The roll out of RBM has only been
partly successful and the tendency of country programmes to view the results frameworks
as reporting tools and not as management tools is due to framing the roll out within the IAPF
programme.
• Integrated Projects – Silo Structures: HCUEP and the contextual analysis resulted in more
integrated programme designs being put forward. Delivery however continues to be via silo
staffing structures, rather than one integrated staff team. This approach holds back
efficiency and effectiveness and therefore will affect impact over time. An alternative
organisational design has been discussed in the report and Concern has to consider ways of
improving this aspect of intervention delivery.
• Human Resources: this theme emerged over the period of the evaluation and was not
initially a key evaluation question. Human resources remain incredibly important to retention
of organisational memory, partnerships, relationship building, fundraising and delivering
impact. Concern’s new strategy on human resources should, if implemented efficiently, help
to address some of the issues affecting programme implementation, but more needs to be
done to address what could be perceived as on-going human resource issues.
• Language: This is another theme that was not originally planned for investigation. Concern
operates across a number of continents and in varying contexts supporting people with a
range of different needs. Besides making it easier to be accountable to beneficiaries, having
multiple language versions of reports, briefing notes, policies, etc. would make it easier for
other organisations and governments to access Concern’s work.
• Strong Performance for Assets and Risk & Vulnerability at micro and meso levels:
Concern’s very strong performance at delivering impact for assets at micro level responds to
its history of delivering in this area. The delivery of strong results for Risk & Vulnerability
speaks to Concern’s expertise in nutrition and disaster and risk reduction. More work needs
to be done to bring Inequality results up to the same level as the other two dimensions of
extreme poverty. The positive results for activity at the meso level are also important.
Concern has demonstrated that it can translate performance at micro level to performance at
the meso level.
Finally, although tools and processes have not been implemented, rolled out and adopted as
Concern would have hoped, the organisation has still achieved its short-term objectives of improving
and making more accountable the way Concern works; and of achieving the overall aim of the IAPF,
which is to address extreme poverty and vulnerability in 18 countries. Concern has delivered
positive change for all of the five key result areas of the IAPF, although performance in some result
areas has been better than others as outlined in this report.
Recommendations
The following recommendations are made for Concern to consider, with a view that these are
integrated into strategy and programme design in the future.
How Concern Understands Extreme Poverty:
1. HCUEP is an important core policy and is driven by important principles of extreme poverty and
graduation out of poverty. Concern should ensure that all programmes are designed in response
to the policy, including Advocacy and Active Citizenship. Internal systems should take account
ii

of the policy’s focus on the three dimensions of extreme poverty as far as is practically possible
and regular reporting across the organisation should be framed by the policy.
2. HCUEP is reviewed every three years in a report to Council. These reviews should include a
refinement of the policy as new research and evidence becomes available.
3. The Poor-Vulnerable Index (PVI) is a significant measurement tool that deserves broader
promotion in the Development and Humanitarian sectors. PVI will require further refinement and
improvement as data, evidence and research allows.
Programme Design:
4. Concern should consider how to enable its beneficiaries to play a bigger role in design and
implementation of programmes. This should ideally go beyond consultation processes during
programme design.
5. Programme design has to be realistic as well as relevant and responsive to context. Including
response analysis or alternative analysis in the contextual analysis process may be a way to
ensure more realism and relevance in the future.
6. Concern needs to deepen and develop its inequality interventions. Building on the success of
inequality interventions at household level, Concern must programme appropriate micro and
meso level interventions that extend this success beyond the household.
7. A strong focus on meso-level interventions in programme design is important, especially in PVI
Stream 1 countries. Linking meso level activities to the micro level activities is also more likely to
ensure buy-in and community / local government ownership at the meso level.
8. Sustainability of results overall is an issue that needs attention. Concern needs to focus more on
sustainability expectations in its future programme designs and build in assessments of barriers
to sustainability and realistic timelines for expecting sustainability much earlier in the programme
cycle to give results achieved the best possible opportunity to be sustainable post-programme
period.
RBM and Monitoring & Evaluation:
9. Monitoring systems should be reviewed to ensure they are fit for purpose, lean and
straightforward, without sacrificing utility for programme management and donor reporting.
10. Concern needs to review the current suite of RBM tools and processes to ensure that each one
is actually needed and delivering its intended efficiencies.
11. Ownership of both RBM and M&E needs to be as close to the ground as possible and one way
to achieve this is to encourage more horizontal autonomy through mechanisms such as the
quarterly review process that can be conducted by and between area managers over a two day
period (low administrative impact with high ownership levels).
12. The perception that donor reporting and programme management are different processes and
require different data must be tackled. Integrating donor reporting requirements fully into
programme management requirements will improve effectiveness.
13. Advocacy and Active Citizenship need to review the tools and processes for measuring their
activities as well as the nature of the indicators that they use to ensure measurements and
outcomes aimed for are SMART and can account for qualitative as well as quantitative measures
more effectively.
14. Incorporate cost per beneficiary and cost effectiveness or cost benefit calculations (as
appropriate) into management dashboards. This kind of data will clarify efficiency discussions
(especially for PVI Stream 1) and donors also find this analysis useful.
Strategy:
15. Concern is interested in overcoming challenges in PVI Stream 1 contexts. This is a significant
challenge that will look different in each fragile country or context. Put together an action plan
based on the comments in appendix 5.8 that takes account of current challenges and
programming in each country and aims to deliver enhanced organisation, programming and
planned results over a defined period longer than five years.
16. Concern reviews its partnership policy every three years (most recently in 2013). The next review
is due in 2016 and should include clarification of Concern’s approach in practical terms to
partnerships and relationships in PVI Stream 1 contexts. Adapting a tool such as Jared Raynor’s
Framework for Evaluating Networks and Partnership (Raynor, 2010) would help to identify
possible expectations for partnerships and relationships outside of on-granting.
Research:
17. The PRA groups in Malawi and Chad reported an unintended impact of a reduction in domestic
violence as a result of Concern’s work in their communities. This needs to be fully explored to
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understand whether this is true more generally and how this can be incorporated into inequality
programming in the future as an intended impact.
18. Beneficiaries in some programmes are reporting that non-beneficiaries are asking about the
programme interventions and learning about them from programme participants, without
Concern funding or support this learning. This is potentially very exciting and needs to be fully
explored to determine the veracity of these claims and if true, the impact that this represents for
Concern. This will also have future programming implications that need to be fully understood
(sustainability, community mobilisation, beneficiary involvement, etc.).
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1 Introduction
1.1

Purpose of the Report

This is the summative report of the final evaluation of Concern’s IAPF programme. This report brings
together qualitative and quantitative evidence collected over the evaluation period and assesses
Concern’s organisational and programmatic performance during the IAPF period. This report is
intended for use by Concern to strengthen its organisational and programmatic delivery of results
that can help it achieve its longer-term mission of delivering major and lasting improvements in the
lives of the extremely poor.

1.2

Concern Worldwide’s IAPF Programme

Concern’s IAPF grant is the third such grant received from Irish Aid. The grant period completes in
2015 with a costed extension period into 2016. Concern aimed to address extreme poverty and
vulnerability in 18 countries.1 The choice of countries (fewer than the total number Concern works in)
was based on the desire to present a more focused programme.

Figure 1 Countries where Concern has implemented IAPF

While there was no programmatic theory of change2, Concern had previously published an
organisational logic model in its Organisational Strategy, which closely aligned with the strategy set
out in its programme proposal to Irish Aid.
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Figure 2 Concern's organisational logic model

The programme expected to produce the following results:
1. Outcome measures for assets, inequality and risks & vulnerability
2. Changes at micro-, meso-, macro-level in each country based on contextual opportunities
3. Tested and replicated models of innovative practice on specific challenges / contexts
4. Contribution to global policy and practice change on hunger and aid effectiveness in difficult
contexts
5. Leadership and significant public engagement with the Irish Public on development issues
Results would be delivered through key programmes, each with their own set of thematic
interventions:
• Health & Nutrition: Maternal, Neonatal and Child Health (MNCH), Environmental Health (and
Water, Sanitation and Hygiene (WASH)), Nutrition
• Food, Income & Markets: Agriculture, Community-based Natural Resource Management;
Interaction with Markets
• Education: quality, access & completion, equality
HIV would be mainstreamed throughout the programme due to its impact in Sub-Saharan Africa.
Other crosscutting themes were expected to be:
• Equality
• Gender
• Partnership
• Accountability
Concern’s key policy on extreme policy, ‘How Concern Understands Extreme Poverty’ (HCUEP)
would guide contextual analyses in each country and was expected to be the foundation of all future
programming. This led to the assumption that country programmes that have had contextual
analyses would have more holistic, area-based, geographically focussed activities.
In addition to development programming, Concern would also invest in research and development of
approaches identified through learning within the organisation. With a focus on innovation and
2

potential for scaling up, the following approaches were identified for research and development
funding:
1. Realigning Agriculture for Improved Nutrition (RAIN): implemented in Zambia;
2. Resilience model (Community Resilience to Acute Malnutrition - CRAM): implemented in Chad;
3. Graduation model: implemented in Burundi and Rwanda;
4. Strengthening Health Systems to deliver High Impact Nutrition Interventions (Community
Management of Acute Malnutrition (CMAM) Surge Capacity Model): implemented in Kenya and
not linked to a results framework (not evaluated at country programme level or included in the
meta-evaluation); and
5. School-related Gender-Based Violence: delayed and will take place in the future round of the
programme grant.
Alongside country programmes, the IAPF grant was also used to fund Concern’s Global Advocacy
programme, with an intended focus on:
• Global Hunger;
• Emergencies;
• Aid Effectiveness; and
• Public Engagement
Public engagement under Advocacy would run alongside Concern’s well-established programme on
engagement with the Irish public, specifically through the Active Citizenship or Development
Education programme. Active Citizenship had two objectives:
• Deeper understanding & engagement on issues of extreme hunger and poverty amongst the
Irish public; and
• High quality development education in Ireland
Concern also rolled out Results Based Management tools and techniques as part of the IAPF
programme, and scaled up its use of digital data gathering (DDG) techniques as part of an enhanced
programme quality approach.

2 Methodology
2.1

Mixed Methods

The main methodology for the IAPF evaluation is a mixed methodology consisting of Contribution
Analysis, Process Tracing, Outcome Harvesting, Value for Money analysis and a Meta-Evaluation of
the Country Evaluations, using online qualitative analysis software.
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Write up
findings

Gather evidence to support or
disprove each part of the
hypothesis

Develop an
hypothesis
about what was
supposed to
happen

Contribution analysis methodology

Process tracing methodology

Set out attribution problem to be addressed

1. Undertake a process of (re)constructing the intervention’s
theory of change, to clearly define the intervention being
evaluated.

Develop a hypothesis (theory of change) to
the attribution problem

2. Work with relevant stakeholders to identify intermediate
and/or final outcomes considered by stakeholders to be the
most significant for the evaluation to focus on.

Gather the existing evidence to the
hypothesis (theory of change)

3. Systematically assess and document what was done under
the intervention to achieve the selected targeted outcomes.

Outcome Harvesting

1. Design the outcome harvest

4. Identify and evidence the extent to which the selected
outcomes have actually materialised, as well as any relevant
unintended outcomes.
Assemble and assess the contribution story
and challenges to it

Seek out additional evidence

Revise and strengthen the contribution story

5. Undertake ‘process induction’ to identify salient plausible
causal explanations for the evidenced outcomes.
6. Gather required data and use ‘process verification’ to
assess the extent to which each of the explanations identified
in Step 5 are supported or not supported by the available
evidence.

2. Gather data and draft outcome
descriptions

3. Engage change agents in formulating
outcome descriptions

4. Substantiate

7. Write a narrative analytical report to document the above
research processes and findings.

5. Analyse and interpret

8. Summarise aspects of the above narrative analysis by
allocating project/campaign “contribution scores” for each of
the targeted and/ or associated outcomes.

6. Support use of findings

Table 1 General Methodology for the IAPF Evaluation

The 4E Value for Money approach was agreed with Concern as a basis for conducting that portion of
the review. A value for money matrix was put in place that guided investigation into processes and
systems at both head office and country level (see appendix 5.2). The value for money analysis is
summarised in the report under Section 3.2 Efficiency and included in full at appendix 5.3.
In a workshop in Dublin in July 2015 a hypothesis of how the IAPF was put in place, the impact that
it had on Concern both internally and externally, and the results that were delivered was developed.
This hypothesis helped to frame the evaluation questions and framework, and therefore the focus of
the validation visit in country.
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5

Financial
Crash

9

Strategy

Dublin

Organisational
Change Process

MAPS Evaluation

M&E Staff
Investment

11

Dis-association
between Programmes
and Finance

Baselines

Contextual
Analysis

What happened internally and externally?

7

Managing
Internal
Expections

Managing
Donor
Expectations

6

2

Better Evidence

Improved quality &
ability to capture
data and report

1

What impacts have been observed?

Country Teams

Digital Data
Gathering
Organisation-wide

Decision-making
by Results

Management by
Results

Incremental
Change

More integrated
programming

Set at a strategic
level, measured
annually
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4

Programme
Results
Framework

Programme ownership increases amongst country teams over time

Effort disproportionately
skewed to programme
design phase

IAPF evolves over time
& becomes more
focused

IAPF Programme

Key Staff

10

IAPF Instrument

Impact on Country
Management teams

Partnerships affected

Figure 3 The Hypothesis Developed for the IAPF Evaluation with the Team in Dublin (see also Appendix 5.1)

What had to be in place for this programme to happen?

Development of
Country Streams

PVI developed

HCUEP Developed

Use of Micro,
Meso, Macro
introduced

Tension between
Humanitarian Aid and
Development in
country programmes

MDG
Model

Results
Agenda
5

Able to assess
successes and
need for
improvement more
accurately

More influential
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The agreed evaluation questions are:
1. Have interventions made significant and systemic differences in the lives of extremely poor
people in our target areas (exploring results and linkages from micro to meso)?
2. How has Concern Worldwide contributed to systemic and sustainable change for the target
groups (exploring results and linkages from meso to macro)?
3. Has Concern Worldwide been effective in addressing extreme poverty in each country
against the core components as defined in the policy ‘How Concern Understands Extreme
Poverty’?
4. Did Concern apply "best fit" in the implementation of integrated programmes?
5. To what degree have the impact assessments (or the results that are available at the time
from each of Concern’s research partners) of each of the tested models been used to
influence Concern Worldwide internally and external audiences e.g. donors, UN agencies,
peer NGOs and the policies and practice of CSOs and government in developing countries?
6. What effects has the application of results based management had on programme
performance and quality?
7. What lessons can be learned from the management of a large-scale and complex multiannual programme to deliver on a single high-level objective?
8. What has been the impact of Concern Worldwide International Advocacy and Development
Education programmes on both decision-makers and target groups in Ireland and other key
actors in the global North? How well has Concern managed the connectivity of these
programmes to each other and to Concern’s experience in developing countries?
9. How do HCUEP, PVI and other internal tools and policies contribute to the development of
Concern's organisational strategy in advance of IAPF being implemented?
10. How does Concern's organisational strategy influence the programme design of IAPF and
the way it is implemented?
11. How successfully did Concern implement Value for Money Principles in the IAPF (bearing in
mind that VfM was not a key requirement of the design or implementation of the
Programme)?
These questions were included in an Evaluation Framework (see appendix 5.2) that also served to
measure the validity of the hypothesis set out above.

2.2

Validation Visit Methodology

Two validation visits were agreed: one to a Poor-Vulnerable Index (PVI) Stream 1 country and one to
a PVI Stream 2 country. One of the visits was to a programme with a substantial research element
and one to an integrated programme. Malawi and Chad were determined as the most suitable
candidates based on the above criteria and logistical and practical considerations such as other
commitments of the country teams, timing of the visits and requirements / constraints of the
validation visit process itself.
The validation visit methodology was qualitative in nature: key informant interviews, document
reviews, a focus group exercise with field teams, and participatory rapid assessment (PRA) exercises
with beneficiary sample groups.
All investigation in-country was focused on verifying the hypothesis at country level and triangulating
evidence collected elsewhere (KIIs, Document Reviews, Process Tracing Exercises at Head Office).

2.3

Meta-evaluation Methodology

Each programme delivered with funding from the IAPF was subject to a final evaluation. There were
28 programmes across 18 country programmes and two delivered from Ireland (Active Citizenship,
with an Ireland focus, and Advocacy). Evaluations were not possible during the required time period
for Afghanistan and DRC, resulting in 25 evaluation reports being included in this review. Each
evaluation was conducted by a team consisting of both external consultants and internal Concern
staff from other parts of the organisation. Terms of Reference were prepared for each evaluation
and the evaluations were mostly run in tandem with the endline surveys in-country. The evaluations
were reviewed for quality and consistency before being submitted for the meta-evaluation process.
The meta-evaluation analysis made use of online qualitative analysis software called Dedoose3 to
apply pre-determined codes to text in each evaluation report. This coding application allowed for
6

analysis of trends in how often issues were mentioned, degrees of outcomes and outputs achieved,
programme results achieved in each dimension of extreme poverty and at different levels of
engagement: micro (usually individual or household), meso (usually community, district or regional)
and macro (usually country or international).
The qualitative analysis codes were based on the standardised evaluation questions included in each
terms of reference for the evaluations. Some evaluations had additional questions included and the
evaluations for Advocacy and Active Citizenship did vary from the standardised questions, but in
general it was possible to apply the codes to all evaluations (see appendix 5.13 for a full list of codes
and how the codes relate to the standard evaluation questions present in each Terms of Reference).
An additional issue was identified during the evaluation that was not originally included in the terms
of reference. After discussion with the IAPF grant manager, it was agreed to include Human
Resources issues in the coding and evaluation analysis.
Some codes were weighted (0 – 5) to provide analysis of degrees of achievement or impact in the
following areas:
• Positive, negative or no change in Assets (at macro, meso and micro levels)
• Positive, negative or no change in Inequality (at macro, meso and micro levels)
• Positive, negative or no change in Risk & Vulnerability (at macro, meso, and micro levels)
• Enhanced efficiency
• HR issues that impact Country Management
• HR issues that impact Programme Delivery
Weights of codes were determined based on the level of progress against a target, or degree of
intended and unintended positive or negative change that was reported:
Weight
0
1
2
3
4

5

Positive Change
No positive change reported
Very little positive change reported, outcomes
partially achieved
Some positive change reported, outcomes partially
achieved
Positive change reported, outcomes partially
achieved
Significant positive change reported, outcomes
partially achieved OR Target achieved but change
reported is not significant
Outstanding change reported, targets achieved or
surpassed

Negative change
No negative change reported
Change is negative but not material,
outcomes not achieved
Some negative change reported,
outcomes not achieved
Negative change reported, outcomes
not achieved
Substantial negative change reported,
outcomes not achieved
Value destroying negative change
reported, outcomes not achieved

Table 2 Definition of weighted scores used in coding

Analysis of the coded data included qualitative, quantitative and mixed method analysis to identify
trends across the IAPF portfolio of programmes and understand overall achievement. All data was
normalised to take account of the relative number of cases in each sub-group, such as stream 1,
stream 2, etc.
Included in the IAPF are programmes on Advocacy and Active Citizenship delivered from Dublin.
These programmes were also coded using the same codes as the country programmes, with some
adjustments:
Codes
Advocacy (Macro)
Advocacy (Meso)
Advocacy (Micro)

Interpretation for Active
Citizenship
Ireland level advocacy
County / District level
advocacy
School / Student level

Interpretation for Advocacy
Global / National level advocacy
Regional / District level advocacy
Local level / Internal advocacy
7

Positive, negative or no change
in Assets (Macro, Meso, Micro)

Positive, negative or no change
in Inequality (Macro, Meso,
Micro)

Positive, negative or no change
in Risk & Vulnerability (Macro,
Meso, Micro)

advocacy
Macro: change across
Ireland
Meso: change across
County / District
Micro: change amongst
pupils and teachers
Macro: change across
Ireland
Meso: change across
County / District
Micro: change amongst
pupils and teachers
Macro: change across
Ireland
Meso: change across
County / District
Micro: change amongst
pupils and teachers

Macro: Change / Influence at a
global level
Meso: Change / influence at a
regional or district level
Micro: Change / influence at a local
level / internal influence / change
Macro: Change / Influence at a
global level
Meso: Change / influence at a
regional or district level
Micro: Change / influence at a local
level / internal influence / change
Macro: Change / Influence at a
global level
Meso: Change / influence at a
regional or district level
Micro: Change / influence at a local
level / internal influence / change

Table 3 Definition of weighted codes used in assessment of Advocacy and Active Citizenship

In addition to the coded qualitative analysis described above, each evaluation had been
allocated a ranking score according to the DAC criteria by the evaluation teams. These
scores were subjected to quantitative analysis and compared against the results of the
coded qualitative analysis.
Each evaluation was also ascribed a series of descriptors to enable great levels of analysis:
1. ID number
2. Country
3. Geographic Region
4. Programme Name
5. PVI Stream Number
6. Programme Type4
The PVI Stream number was previously allocated by Concern in 2011/2012 as part of the
development of HCUEP and is based on a series of independent measures brought
together under the PVI analysis.
In addition to the coded qualitative analysis described above, each evaluation had been
scored according to the DAC criteria on a scale of 1 – 4 by the evaluation teams. These
scores were subjected to quantitative analysis and compared against the results of the
coded qualitative analysis.
2.4

Participation

Every effort was made to make the evaluation process as participatory as possible, including
ensuring that PRA sessions were led by country team members were possible. In total 110 people
participated in this evaluation in some form (45% women).
Total
Participation

Dublin

Malawi

Chad

Total

%

Women

16

20

14

50

45%

Men

11

25

24

60

55%

27
45
38
110
100%
Total
Table 4 Numbers of People Participating in the Evaluation (Disaggregated for Gender)
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Men outnumbered women in terms of overall participation, however women outnumbered men in the
PRA exercises with beneficiaries.
PRAs

Malawi

Chad

Total

%

Women

15

14

29

60%

Men

8

11

19

40%

23
25
48
100%
Total
Table 5 Participation in the PRA Exercises (Disaggregated by Gender)

2.5

Limitations

While every effort was made to speak to external stakeholders at every level, the majority of the key
informant interviews are with internal stakeholders, which will inform the majority of the views
presented to the evaluator.
This methodology includes a meta-evaluation that uses qualitative software, an approach Concern
has not used before. Coding the evaluations was influenced by the quality of the evaluations and the
robustness of their analysis. There will be instances where my interpretation of a comment or finding
in an evaluation will be different to that of another evaluator, however the (almost) standardised
approach to these evaluations has made a standardised application of the codes possible. In most
cases there will be no dispute as to the application of codes across the evaluations. Not all the
countries included in the IAPF have been included in this meta-evaluation. For security reasons
evaluations of programmes in Afghanistan and DRC were not possible. While it is unlikely that this
will affect the overall results, the findings in this report cannot represent a total view of the IAPF
programme.
Some endline data from country programmes was not available at the time the country evaluations
were conducted and thus unavailable to this evaluation. This is unlikely to affect the results of this
evaluation as earlier data was referred to in the country evaluations and where a different result was
anticipated, this was referenced by the country evaluators and taken into account during the metaevaluation.
The PRA exercises were conducted in two villages in one district in Malawi and one village in one
district in Chad. Thus the results are not statistically relevant. Two exercises were presented in the
identical format and order to all four PRA groups, who were pre-selected to represent Concern’s
main beneficiary groups. These exercises have been referenced in this report where they add weight
to a point or where they enrich the narrative, but not to provide impartial evidence to support a
conclusion or recommendation.
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3 Findings
The following sections consider the findings from the IAPF evaluation in relation to the DAC Criteria.
The findings are generated in response to the key evaluation questions in the evaluation framework.
The IAPF has delivered a strong performance under the DAC criteria for relevance and impact. IAPF
programme effectiveness and sustainability needs further attention to improve performance.
Efficiency scored lowest across the individual programme evaluations and systems and processes
that contribute towards efficiency need review. Concern does deliver value for money, however
further work is needed to improve tracking and analysis of value for money.
The IAPF provided an opportunity for the organisation introduce results frameworks to enable
outcome analysis. Initially very complicated results framework indicators were proposed5 and in
discussion with Irish Aid over the lifetime of the programme, indicators have been refined and
improved. This has presented a challenge for data collection and running mid-term and endline
surveys, as not every indicator established at the start of the programme was still in use at the end of
the programme. Most indicators were measured throughout the programme period and have
provided a snapshot of Concern’s results (which are discussed in more detail in section 3.3
Effectiveness and section 3.4 Impact). Across the entire programme Concern identified 157
outcomes, which were serviced by 401 indicators. Of these indicators 50% were assessed as
having been achieved and 33% as partially achieved, resulting in 52% of the outcomes being
achieved or partially achieved (see table 6 below).
%
Outcomes
Indicators % Indicators
Number of
Number of Indicators % Indicators
Achieved &
Partly
Partly
Outcomes
Indicators
Achieved
achieved
Partly
Achieved
Achieved
Achieved
19 Active Citizenship
9
6.53
73%
23
15
65%
6
26%
20 Advocacy
3
2.4
80%
13
10
77%
3
23%
Country Programmes
145
73.39
51%
365
174
48%
121.5
33%
Total
157
82.32
52%
401
199
50%
130.5
33%
Table 6 Performance of the IAPF indicators and Outcomes according to the 2015 Results Frameworks
Indicators and
Outcomes Achieved
& Partially Achieved

Outcomes
Achieved &
Partly
Achieved

In the country programmes indicators were also set for micro, meso and macro level interventions.
More indicators were set for micro level interventions than for meso and macro level interventions
combined and accordingly more change has been measured at the micro level than at the other two
levels (see table 7 below).

Indicators at Micro,
Meso and Macro
Level Achieved &
Partially Achieved
Micro
Meso
Macro
Totals

Number of
indicators
271
76.5
17.5
365

Indicators
Achieved
128
35
11
174

% Indicators
achieved
47%
46%
63%
48%

Indicators % Indicators
Partly
Partly
Achieved
Achieved
91
24
6.5
121.5

34%
31%
37%
33%

Table 7 Country Programme Indicators disaggregated by micro, meso, macro levels

The activities of the IAPF have reached 827,923 individual beneficiaries directly, of which an
estimated 64% are women. A further 1,584,208 indirect beneficiaries have also benefitted from
Concern’s IAPF-funded activities. Where they have been individually reported, 120,056 children
have also benefitted (directly and indirectly) from Concern’s work. Apart from individuals, Concern
has worked with local governments, national governments, schools and health centres across the 18
countries (see section 1) included in the IAPF.
When the IAPF and Concern’s performance is considered against the key evaluation questions and
rated on a seven point6 Red-Amber-Green scale the following summary of performance against the
key evaluation questions can be given.
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Evaluation questions

RAG

1. Have interventions made significant and systemic differences in the lives of extremely poor people in our target areas (exploring results
and linkages from micro to meso)?

G

2. How has Concern Worldwide contributed to systemic and sustainable change for the target groups (exploring results and linkages from
meso to macro)?

A

3. Has Concern Worldwide been effective in addressing extreme poverty in each country against the core components as defined in the
policy ‘How Concern Understands Extreme Poverty’?

G A

4. Did Concern apply "best fit" in the implementation of integrated programmes?

G A

5. To what degree have the impact assessments (or the results that are available at the time from each of Concern’s research partners) of
each of the tested models been used to influence Concern Worldwide internally and external audiences e.g. donors, UN agencies, peer
NGOs and the policies and practice of CSOs and government in developing countries?

G A

6. What effects has the application of results based management had on programme performance and quality?

R A

7. What lessons can be learned from the management of a large-scale and complex multi-annual programme to deliver on a single high
level objective?

G A

8. What has been the impact of Concern Worldwide International Advocacy and Development Education programmes on both decisionmakers and target groups in Ireland and other key actors in the global North? How well has Concern managed the connectivity of these
programmes to each other and to Concern’s experience in developing countries?

G A

9. How do HCUEP, PVI and other internal tools and policies contribute to the development of Concern's organisational strategy in advance
of IAPF being implemented?

R

G

10. How does Concern's organisational strategy influence the programme design of IAPF and the way it is implemented?

G A

11. How successfully did Concern implement Value for Money Principles in the IAPF (bearing in mind that VfM was not a key requirement
of the design or implementation of the Programme)?

G A

Overall Assessment

G A

Table 8 RAG Assessment of Concern's and the IAPF's performance against the Key Evaluation Questions

Table 8 above suggests that Concern performed best at design stage and delivered a good
performance implementing the IAPF, but with room for improvement. While most impact was
delivered at micro level, some progress has been made at meso level, with more work to be done at
macro level. Sustainability remains a challenge. PVI Stream 1 countries may not have delivered the
same level of impacts as seen in PVI Stream 2 countries, but PVI Stream 1 countries have shown
improvements in relevance and effectiveness from the start of the IAPF period. Higher costs in PVI
Stream 1 countries affect overall efficiency. Concern has used the IAPF to introduce results based
management tools and processes, which have been partially successful and do not appear to have
had the desired operational effect, although country teams are still effectively managing their
programmes.
In relation to the hypothesis developed with the team during the inception phase, these findings
support the hypothesis only in part and challenge parts of the hypothesis. This is discussed further
in section 4 Conclusions and Recommendations.
Progress Made Since MAPS II
Concern has come a long way since the MAPS II evaluation. Although not strictly a requirement of
this evaluation, the distance travelled since the MAPS II programme is worth noting before progress
under IAPF is reviewed.
In the final MAPS II evaluation five issues were highlighted for Concern to consider. A short review
was undertaken of these issues and how Concern’s activities and programmatic approaches during
the IAPF period responded to them.
Through its design and delivery of programmes funded through the IAPF Concern has responded to
most of the issues raised during the MAPS II evaluation. Some of Concern’s solutions may not have
been how the MAPS II evaluators envisaged the organisation would respond, however Concern’s
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approach appears to have been in keeping with the organizational strategy developed for the period
covered by the IAPF and aligned with its long-term aims and goals.
MAPS II - Issues to Consider
In order to detect and address issues of
unevenness in the adoption of programmatic
approaches, complete a rapid strategic review of
all country programmes, identifying those that
currently fall short of a standard for a full
programmatic approach with clearly stated
country level outcomes. Taking cognisance of
available resources, the rapid review should
assess the options (including a possible exit) for
each of those country programmes requiring
attention in terms of an immediate acceleration of
the transition to programmatic working.
Acceleration may require an adjustment to the
current set of operating structures, procedures
and levels of responsibility/accountability between
Headquarters and individual country programmes.
Assess the opportunities for scaling-up operations
in country level programmes that, through
consideration of the micro, meso and macro levels
of engagement, are showing stronger results in
terms of strategic change for the lives of the
extreme poor. Consider whether the scaling-up
can be through new resources (where country
structures can handle significantly increased
activity), or through a rationalisation and
refocusing of resources on a more limited set of
outcomes.
Where there is success working at the micro level,
ask programmes to push (selectively) harder and
faster on engagement at the meso level,
capitalising on the niche role that Concern may
have in the very challenging environment of
engaging with local government structures on the
needs of the extreme poor in remote/
disadvantaged areas. Where conditions allow,
look to use the transition period from relief to
development programming to gain an early
foothold on partnership.
Building on the momentum that exists within
PALU on results based M&E, consider what are
the key information needs for managers with
respect to results at different levels in Concern’s
operations. Aim to build this into the core of an
approach regarding a cascading results
framework, which then feeds into external
reporting requirements. This will require a
proactive dialogue with Concern’s clients on
managing for results so that the space for the
‘managing for results’ is recognised and
protected.
Given the increasing convergence between the
policy aims of Irish Aid and Concern, take up a
dialogue with Irish Aid on the original

IAPF Evidence of Concern Responding to these
issues
Concern put in place a new organisational strategy,
which included a revised focus on HCUEP. This
revised strategy led to an organisational review to
ensure that the appropriate resources were in
place at both country and Ireland level. At country
level, in those countries that were included in the
IAPF proposal, contextual analyses were
undertaken, some of which led to significant
programmatic changes in-country. This approach
also led to a more consistent programmatic design
focused around HCUEP, with many countries
delivering very similar content, adapted for
individual contexts.

It is not clear that automatic scaling-up was ever
an aim for Concern. The IAPF programmes were
designed along micro, meso, macro lines and
heavily influenced by the contextual analyses. This
meant that in some countries programmes were
very focused on key outcomes, whilst in others,
there was a broadening of the scope of work, if not
the scale of work. Over time broad scope tended
to be rationalised around what was working and
more important to the long-term aim of Concern in
each country.
Concern has programmed proactively at all three
levels of intervention, however it has not always
followed a link between activities delivered at micro
level and activities delivered at meso and macro
levels. This has not prevented Concern from
achieving more at meso level over the period of the
IAPF and suggests that more linked up
programming across the three levels of intervention
will lead to improved results. This is a
recommendation of the IAPF evaluation too.
Results Frameworks were introduced into the suite
of RBM tools that country programmes were using.
Results Frameworks became the core reporting
tool for the IAPF and eventually for country
programmes. However it was never fully
incorporated as a management tool. This is largely
a perception issue as country programmes are
monitoring for results and taking decisions based
on results. However the tools often work in parallel
rather than being part of one integrated and
coordinated management approach.
There is no evidence from the country programmes
that this is happening. There is significant
horizontal communication between country
12

‘collaborative’ intent of MAPS II and actively look
for ways of strengthening the ‘team Ireland’
approach in Ireland Aid’s Programme Countries.

programmes and for a new grant programme
funded through DFID, Concern is taking a regional
approach to programme management in the Sahel.
Concern has a large overlap with Irish Aid in its
aims and objectives, which has led to the
successful working partnership observed through
MAPS and IAPF.

Concern has travelled a great distance organisationally since the start of the IAPF period. The
introduction of RBM and HCUEP has had a significantly positive effect on the organisation. The
progress demonstrated by Concern through its reporting and improved programme management
has improved the quality of its understanding of where the organisation is demonstrating impact and
where there is more work to do.

3.1

Relevance

This section considers factors influencing the relevance of the IAPF programme: design and
development of the IAPF programme, whether and how well beneficiaries and stakeholders were
involved in the design and implementation of the programme and whether programme design was
considered relevant to the contexts and stakeholders included in the IAPF.
Concern has performed strongly under relevance, thanks to the use of new or scaled up tools on
targeting and programme design:
• ‘How Concern Understands Extreme Poverty’ (HCUEP) and the development of the PoorVulnerable Index (PVI) have helped to focus Concern’s beneficiary targeting and contextual
analysis exercises. This has resulted in very relevant programme designs; and
• There has also been a high degree of beneficiary inclusion.
The development of the IAPF took place at a time when Concern was having a set of internal
discussions about its strategic direction and what its focus should look like. These discussions
culminated in new key policies that clarified Concern’s approach to programming through the lens of
extreme poverty. The subsequent design of the IAPF programme made use of a contextual analysis
exercise or process that Concern had been using occasionally and now amplified in a bid to ensure
maximum relevance and strategic coherence.7 The contextual analysis exercise was also used as a
mechanism for rolling out and encouraging adoption of these new key policies.8
The development of the key policy HCUEP was an important part of developing the new
organisational strategy in 20109, developing a coherent organisational view and definition of extreme
poverty, bringing together the three identified dimensions of extreme poverty (Assets and return on
Investment of Assets, Inequality and Risk and Vulnerability) with the three operational levels
previously identified (Micro, Meso, Macro).10 HCUEP was also used to inform the framing of the
contextual analysis process, giving the process focus and rigour that has over the lifetime of the
IAPF provided a coherent lens through which to view the individual programmes and their
contribution to Concern’s overall achievement. Key to this was also the development of Concern’s
internal Poor-Vulnerable Index (PVI), a tool that replaced the more widely used Human Development
Index (HDI) to ensure that Concern’s appraisal of countries and operational contexts was in line with
the principles expressed in HCUEP.
HCUEP has been extremely successful both in terms of influencing programme design and in
enabling Concern to align its internal and external messaging and view of itself. It provides a distinct
framework for Concern’s long-term vision and is increasingly supported through evidence collected
in the IAPF (and now other programmes) aligned to the principles of HCUEP. Having such a clear
view of the change you are trying to implement allows for better programme design and better
measurement of interventions.
Concern used a contextual analysis exercise to integrate HCUEP into the IAPF programme design.
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Contextual Analysis was a useful tool in helping to embed HCUEP into the organisation and
especially into the country programmes. Although there were other tools and processes used
as part of the roll out of HCUEP, the contextual analysis process allowed country teams to fully
engage with the policy. This only worked where the contextual analysis consultants had been
fully trained and were in-country for the analysis process. – Extract from Outcome Harvesting
Statement on Contextual Analysis
The in-depth contextual analysis exercise conducted across the countries delivering IAPF
programmes was an important part of how Concern was able to deliver programming that for the
most part was deeply relevant to its intended beneficiaries. Although some of the contextual
analyses served to underline Concern’s existing area of activity or thematic approach (and some
were designed pragmatically to do so11), in some countries Concern was able to learn a lot about the
contexts in which it was operating and how to adapt the work that it wanted to do, to ensure that at
all times the extreme poor and most vulnerable were considered in the design and implementation of
its programmes.
The use of HCUEP at a contextual level and PVI at a country level, together with comprehensive
contextual analyses that interrogated Concern’s operational focus on working mostly with the
extreme poor did lead to a change in the design of its programming.
To remain focused on its long-term outcome, Concern had to move away from a siloed approach to
programming in favour of an integrated approach instead. Where integrated programming has been
fully implemented since 2013 the country teams have had to reconsider most aspects of their
programming and how they are delivered. Working across themes and implementation strategies
has also resulted in closer working relationships between teams at head office, who have to support
country teams delivering integrated programmes. Integrated programming has also affected local
NGO partners.
An integrated programme approach leads to better depth of penetration into target communities
over breadth of activity across a range of communities. Closer working between teams at head
office has improved knowledge sharing of programmes and contexts. Having integrated
programming has also required several advisors to advise on one programme than with a sectorial
programme. As a result of integrated programming different donors and partners have come
forward to engage with Concern (DFID, EU, ECHO and Transparency International in Bangladesh, for
example).
Allowing time and space for the development and roll out of two key policies (HCUEP & PVI) enabled
Concern to consider its programming through a different lens. Factoring in desk support for country
teams engaging with the contextual analysis process as part of their strategic design was also a
crucial element to ensuring that integrated programming was developed as an appropriate response
in-country. – Outcome Harvesting Statement on HCUEP & PVI
However in some cases programme design was not as realistic as it could have been. Programme
designs tried to accommodate as many of the recommendations of the contextual analyses as
possible, which led to some over ambitious programmes. Over time this was resolved, although it is
a take away lesson for Concern about how programming must be realistic as well as relevant and
responsive to context. Including response analysis or alternative analysis in the contextual analysis
process may be a way to combat this in the future.
The country evaluations also demonstrated that Concern would review programme design and
implementation based on feedback from beneficiaries and stakeholder groups and make changes as
necessary, as was reported in Burundi and Zambia (IPRWEP):
Although, adaptation was constrained by the operational research component which defined the
level of ‘treatment’ (in this instance, coaching) households received, the programme was flexible
enough to make adaptations to programme delivery during implementation, as already highlighted
in the programme overview and relevance sections. A specific example is increasing peer-to-peer
learning by changing one household visit (for TRG 1 households) to a group meeting so that
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households can share experiences. – Burundi
How the programme is implemented differs somewhat from the original proposal. This is a result
of the regular review exercises that are conducted by Concern and partner staff and the solutions
identified in response to the challenges faced. … As mentioned before Concern has difficulties to
deliver the seeds in time. It was observed that handing out seeds to the groups delayed things
further. Therefore Concern changed its approach and is now distributing seed packages to the
individual farmers. This comes with different challenges and costs but has helped improving
timeliness of seed distributions to some degree. – Zambia IPRWEP

Approaching programme design from the perspective of HCUEP was however a challenge for the
Advocacy and Active Citizenship programmes also included in the IAPF, since neither were based or
specifically delivered in the implementation countries. The challenge with a central policy such as
HCUEP is that it works very well when designing and delivering programmes focused on developing
countries, but takes further consideration when designing programmes based and delivered in
developed countries. Active Citizenship had a core set of pre-existing interventions that were
considered relevant to the schools and students that it worked with (based on the substantial repeat
business the team received annually), whilst Advocacy was careful to review and alter its plans and
targets annually to take account of shifts in the policy landscape. Active Citizenship could possibly
have done more to consider how HCUEP could be integrated into its work with schools and students
and what HCUEP would mean for the content of its work in Ireland particularly. However this does
not appear to have reduced the perception of relevance from other stakeholders.
The inclusion of beneficiaries and stakeholders in the design and implementation of IAPF
programmes was also put forward as an important principle of working with the extreme poor and
most vulnerable. In practice such inclusion could have been better integrated into Concern’s
programming. The meta-evaluation analysis revealed that PVI stream 1 countries (the poorest and
most vulnerable countries) were more likely to have included beneficiaries and stakeholders in the
design and implementation of programmes. When the beneficiaries in Malawi (PVI stream 2) and
Chad (PVI stream 1) were asked directly, they all reported that Concern’s activities were relevant to
their needs, and that the work did deliver benefit for stakeholders. They also reported that relevant
benefit from Concern’s activities was distributed across direct and indirect beneficiaries.12 While the
PRA findings are not statistically relevant, they do agree with the findings in the meta-evaluation.
In summary the design of the IAPF programmes was relevant to both the contexts in which they
were operating and to the beneficiaries and stakeholders that were being served and supported.
This relevance was delivered through developing important core policies (HCUEP and PVI) that were
integrated into contextual analysis exercises that were rolled out across the countries participating in
the IAPF. Concern would score highly on any measure of relevance as a result of the approach that
it has taken. Whilst the contextual analysis exercises were onerous and took too long, they have set
an important precedent for future programme design that will continue to ensure Concern’s
programming is relevant both to its own long-term focus and the contexts that it chooses to operate
in.

3.2

Efficiency

This section reviews Concern’s ability to apply the ‘best fit’ solution to each context it is working in,
by considering the influence of organisational strategy and delivering a complex multi-year
programme on Concern’s efficiency; and whether the introduction of Results Based Management
(RBM), use of monitoring and evaluation, human resources and partnerships with other stakeholders
had an impact on efficiency.
Efficiency scored the lowest across the DAC Criteria in most of the programme evaluations, which
was subsequently reflected in the meta-evaluation:
• While there are challenges with higher costs associated with working in PVI Stream 1
countries, the progress made by the Finance team during the IAPF period to make
programmes more accountable has been important;
• Concern could do more to understand the relationship between cost and impact in order to
fully understand the efficiency challenges of working in PVI Stream 1 countries through
financial analysis at a context or country level;
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•
•

The systems and tools introduced to facilitate more efficient working (RBM, DDG, Results
Frameworks) have had some success, but have not been as successful as hoped; and
Human resources remain challenging and have an impact on efficiency. Partnerships in
fragile countries and contexts are challenging.

Applying a ‘best fit’ approach is important when considering efficiency, as attempting to impose a
one-size-fits-all approach across multiple contexts would result in poorer outcomes, which would
lead to higher costs as the organisation tried to re-engineer its programme to deliver better results.
Context was crucial when the country evaluations considered financial performance. The individual
programme evaluations highlighted that PVI Stream 1 countries generally demonstrated higher costs
than PVI Stream 2 countries.13 Whilst this is fact, overall cost is not itself a measure of efficiency and
the work that the Finance teams have done to improve the accountability and auditability of the
country financial accounts has done much to improve the overall view of efficiency in this evaluation.
Overall, the programme’s efficiency was found to have some weaknesses. Programme
expenditure against the budget is mixed with underspends reported in two years of the
grant, pointing to the need for more robust expenditure v budget monitoring. Work
currently underway with Concern’s finance systems is expected to further enable more
accurate monitoring going forward. An analysis of stock (nutrition supplies) and drugs
supply management highlighted these as areas at high risk of fraud and the need for
robust monitoring systems and controls to minimise these risks. – South Sudan,
Stream 1

3.2.1 Financial Systems
Financial systems and processes and financial performance generally were less affected by the
introduction of Results Based Management (RBM) than other areas of operation. The financial
systems are well articulated and supported through standard templates and reporting processes,
which is the result of close working between Dublin and the country offices to improve accountability
for the IAPF.
Since the start of the IAPF in 2012, Concern has been working closely with its country offices to
improve financial accountability for Irish Aid funding in the field.
Staff at Concern’s head office in Dublin have been working closely with field staff to introduce tighter
regulations on the use and accountability of funds within the IAPF. This has been influenced by the
changes introduced by Irish Aid when it introduced the IAPF to replace MAPS II. In late 2011/Early in
2012 the finance team in Dublin started working with the country financial controllers to introduce the
new guidelines and regulations. The incorporation and integration of these new processes has been
gradual and challenging at times across the portfolio of country offices (for numerous external and
staff vacancy reasons), however in 2014 significant change in the ownership and accountability of
the use of funds and quality of the financial reporting being received from the country offices was
evident. Review feedback on budget submissions and financial reports from country financial
controllers has dropped from approximately 72% (13 out of 18 countries) in 2012 to approximately
28% (5 out of 18 countries) in 2015. The programme staff in country offices also appear to identify
the link between restricted IAPF budgets and the programmes that they are delivering.
This outcome highlights the need for close cooperation, communication and support between head
office and country programmes to improve / upgrade core systems to ensure appropriate financial
control.
The key contribution by the finance team at head office was the level of support provided, which was
tailored for each country financial controller: from detailed email support to numerous 1:1 Skype
calls and mentoring sessions. Concern also hosts a regular conference for finance staff from the
country programmes, with the last such conference having a dedicated session on the IAPF and
financial reporting requirements for it. – Outcome Harvesting Statement on Finance & IAPF
The Financial Reporting Pack (FRP) is the main reporting instrument for country programmes to
Dublin (for Advocacy and Active Citizenship it is the management accounts). The pack is a
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standardised set of templates that every financial controller completes ever y quarter for submission
to Dublin. The IAPF is the only fund reported in the FRP that is disaggregated for the three
dimensions of extreme poverty. This is because the IAPF is a strategic (or core) funding
arrangement and is different from other donor funds, which could be described as restricted. The
strategic nature of IAPF means that its allocation to countries is technically an internal issue (despite
programmes of work being agreed with the donor, with associated budgets). The separate tables in
the FRP for IAPF make the strategic funding easier to track and reconcile.14 As part of the broader
financial system changes taking place, the Chart of Accounts has been redesigned, which will allow
for better donor-linked reporting in the FRP, whose format and structure is also likely to change as a
result.15 While there are challenges to analysing all donor funding according to the three dimensions
of extreme poverty16, taking broader account of the three dimensions of extreme poverty in general
financial reporting would further embed HCUEP into all country programmes and Concern’s systems
and processes and bring all of Concern’s systems into alignment on HCUEP and Concern’s strategic
aims.
Concern has recognised the limitations in the current financial system and put in place FRAP after a
lot of consideration and review internally. This revision was possible through the IAPF with both
funding under the Programme Quality budget line and the time and support to think through the
issues.
3.2.2

Results Based Management (RBM), Monitoring & Evaluation (M&E) and Digital Data
Gathering (DDG)
Concern also used the IAPF to roll out tools and management approaches it had only used in smaller
projects or trial phases before. This included RBM and DDG. Using RBM has in general made
Concern more effective, however there are some issues relating to the way that it has been rolled out
and integrated into day-to-day activities at lower levels that will need addressing.
3.2.2.1 Results Based Management (RBM)
Concern developed a suite of documents and templates and guidance for the introduction of RBM
into its management approach, and organisationally, from the top down it does appear that there has
been a significant change towards RBM practices in the organisation and in the way that programme
delivery is managed and measured, as seen in the outcome harvesting description below.
Concern Worldwide, encouraged by Irish Aid, used a carrot and stick approach to introduce the
concepts that underpin results based management to its programmes. There was some early
resistance with staff who were managing complex programmes and initially staff focused on multiple
and complex indicators and collected data mainly to complete and submit the results framework to
the donor. Furthermore, staff were initially setting extremely ambitious targets for the 3-4 year
programme. This has shifted in the period since 2012, as staff in the country programmes at both a
national level and a programmatic level are demonstrating that they are the owners of the data that
they collect, they are accountable to deliver the results and they use the data to make programmatic
decisions. The presence of skilled national staff is crucial to the development of results-based
management in country programmes.
This outcome demonstrates the importance of consistent organizational leadership in making
management changes that have an impact at a programmatic level. It also demonstrates the time it
can take to deliver change in behaviour with staff. – Extract from Outcome Harvesting Statement on
Results Based Management in Concern and the IAPF
Concern introduced these new tools and guidance alongside existing RBM-based tools and
processes that were already in use. In a diagram (see figure 4 below) included in guidance on RBM
in 201417, the impact of the introduction of RBM is clear with results frameworks being the main
additional tools introduced at country level, while more new tools and new processes were
introduced at Dublin level. This might suggest that the impact of RBM was felt more in Dublin than it
was in country programmes.
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Figure 4 Diagramme from Results Based Management In Action demonstrating the link between old and
new tools and processes

Figure 4 above also suggests that the results frameworks are the only new tools introduced at
country level, and with a focus on reporting upwards. This could have contributed to the view
expressed at country level that the results frameworks are reporting tools, not management tools.
Further, results frameworks are introduced as a mechanism within the IAPF and not generally as a
management tool.18 Introducing results frameworks within the IAPF automatically positions results
frameworks as a donor reporting tool for the IAPF, rather than as part of a general programme
management approach.
There is a distinct disjoint between programme management processes and donor reporting
processes, when the introduction of RBM would suggest that only one set of processes should be in
use. It is true that staff in-country are collecting their own data and using this data to manage their
programmes with and take decisions. However this data is not always the same data as is used to
report upwards to Dublin and onto the Donor with. Key informant interviews during the validation
visits to Malawi and Chad identified that staff were developing their own processes to manage
programmes, rather than implement the RBM processes as advocated by Dublin.
RBM was especially challenging for Active Citizenship, which struggled at the start of the IAPF
period to adapt to a results framework and RBM processes. Outcome level measurement of Active
Citizenship is acknowledged to be difficult. As a result some of the indicators that were chosen for
Active Citizenship are not appropriate and do not actually measure anything useful in terms of
programme impact or development.19 The challenges for Advocacy in implementing RBM are also
well known in international development and Concern’s Advocacy team experienced significant
challenges in introducing RBM to its programme management processes. While the Active
Citizenship team made only small changes to its results framework, Advocacy made annual
substantial changes to its results framework. Adapting the results framework annually has helped
Advocacy to manage its results reporting,20 whereas Active Citizenship has arguably been more
consistent throughout the IAPF period in its reporting as a result of not making such substantive
changes. The two approaches taken by these two teams underline the difficulties in measuring
public engagement at an outcome level. This challenge was further highlighted with the Active
Citizenship evaluation process, which could not identify an external consultant with relevant
experience in M&E and Active Citizenship to deliver the evaluation.
Concern needs to review the current suite of RBM tools and processes to ensure that each one is
actually needed and delivering its intended efficiencies.
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3.2.2.2 Monitoring and Evaluation (M&E)
Programme evaluations reported that M&E country plans have overly focused on donor reporting
rather than the need to track and review their own progress. Similar to the finding for RBM above,
the view from the top of the organisation is that M&E plans are fully embedded in country
programmes and that teams are using one set of data, when the reverse appears to be true.
Programme decisions were not made on the basis of reliable evidence, but instead relied
on anecdotal reports from the field. This is particularly evident in the “scale up” of Phase 1
(“pilot phase”) which was supposed to be based on evidence and learning, which in reality
was lacking. – Niger
The complex M&E system designed at programme inception was also particularly
inefficient- data was collected that was not analysed or used (e.g. community monitoring
by Travailleurs Sociaux, Phase 2 baseline data, non-target household baseline data). Also
monitoring focused almost exclusively at outcome level, with little information
systematically captured and compiled at output level to allow assessment of progress
towards those outcomes. The weak M&E system hampered the execution of a Results
Based Management approach. – Niger
The volume of data being collected for M&E combined with a low level of understanding
amongst staff about what the outcomes are and what the indicators mean indicates that
the M&E system is not being used in an optimal way to improve project performance. –
Mozambique

In Chad the problem appears to be exacerbated by the partnership with Tufts University, which
manages the data collection for the research model. This arrangement has resulted in the team in
Chad not demonstrating any ownership over the data collected by Tufts or reporting any feedback
on the data collected.21 Monitoring systems should be reviewed to ensure they are lean and
straightforward, without sacrificing utility for programme management and donor reporting.
Ownership of both RBM and M&E needs to be as close to the ground as possible and one way to
achieve this is to encourage more horizontal autonomy through mechanisms such as the quarterly
review process that can be conducted by and between area managers over a two day period (low
impact on day-to-day business with high ownership levels) as was seen in Malawi during the
validation visit.
3.2.2.3 Digital Data Gathering
Concern has also invested significantly in rolling out digital data gathering (DDG) within the IAPF
programme countries. The logic behind this is sound: reduce potential for human error during data
entry by providing tablets pre-loaded with surveys that record data for specific indicators and keep
all the data in a cloud-based server so that everyone can access the data for appropriate analysis.22
Generally everyone who participated in the evaluation could see the benefits of using DDG tools.
Since 2012 Concern has developed and implemented Digital Data Gathering (DDG) systems and
processes that have enabled teams to collect a better quality data, with the potential to do profound
data analysis in the future.
Concern introduced DDG in early 2012 to the IAPF programme, training country teams on a rolling
basis in the use and management of DDG in the field and in the country offices. Country programme
managers liked DDG because it allowed them to keep a track on their Enumerators in the field and
assess their performance. Numerators also cited not having to carry large volumes of paper surveys
around as an advantage of DDG. Country teams are able to get summary reports instantly or
download data easily into excel for analysis. Some countries, such as Malawi, have been using DDG
extensively for monitoring, using automated reports tailored to their own needs. DDG-generated
data is stored centrally and in theory everyone has access to that data, increasing data availability,
confidence and accuracy. Surveys undergo a systematic review by a HQ based survey specialist to
ensure the survey questions are aligned to programme indicators. Immediate access to survey
results gives evidence to programme managers for Results Based Management (in theory, though
this has been limited in practice). The quantity and accessibility of the data being collected provides
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Concern with future opportunities for enhanced data analysis to better understand causal factors,
change programme responses, scale programmes up, etc.
The investment into DDG has focused on data collection, particularly quantitative data collection and
has increased the quality, accuracy and reliability of that data. DDG data is more accessible and
therefore more available for future in-depth or advanced data analysis that can help Concern to drill
down into the data for trends, causal analysis, evidence to support successes and challenges. The
DDG functionality of automated analysis and immediate access to survey data and results is a huge
benefit to programme decision makers (and has the potential to drive RBM), although this aspect of
DDG has not been exploited to its full potential due to a variety of factors (low capacity of field staff,
use of non-standard indicators, evolving DDG functionality, lack of investment in M&E). Digital data
gathering has also eradicated the risk that paper-based data sets can get lost when there are staff
changes or data collection is undertaken by external consultants.
Concern’s initial investment into developing and supporting DDG has been important to its roll out
within IAPF and the broad adoption of the technology. Training and e-learning modules have been
made available to provide initial (training) and ongoing (e-learning) support to country teams using
DDG. – Outcome Harvesting Statement on Digital Data Gathering
The 2015 user survey also noted that of those countries that do use DDG, the survey most often
used is still the household survey (92%), while 51% of respondents reported using DDG for regular
M&E. The survey report does acknowledge that the survey sample is likely to be biased towards
countries more engaged with DDG and suggests that the actual percentage using DDG for regular
M&E is likely to be lower.23 As early as 2013 Concern was aware that there was a tendency amongst
country teams not to view the results from DDG-generated data as a part of programme
management, and to consider DDG tools as standalone interventions, separate from the country
M&E Plans.24
Digital data gathering (DDG) tools used in IAPF programmes are only directly assessed in seven
programme evaluation reports. Of those seven reports only three countries: Mozambique,
Bangladesh and Zambia report that DDG tools have helped make data collection more efficient.25
DDG solutions to improve efficiency are also mentioned in the recommendations of an additional five
programme evaluations where DDG tools are not in general use.
The findings of the 2015 user survey are also mirrored in the Sierra Leone CSP evaluation, which
highlights that DDG tools are not used for routine monitoring data:
For routine monitoring of project data, the team have prepared several very detailed
databases for entering and storing key project data, including HICAP scores, CHW data,
and supervision data from PHUs. These were viewed to be good quality tools, but
required a lot of time for data entry and collection, as paper forms and manual data entry
are used for all routine monitoring (Digital Data Gathering (DDG) devices are used for
survey data collection, but not for routine monitoring data). – Sierra Leone CSP

The Sierra Leone experience was also mirrored in the country validation visit to Malawi, where the
team could see the potential and benefits of DDG, but this potential was as yet to be fully realised.
In Malawi the constant measuring and administering of surveys had worsened relationships with the
programme’s beneficiaries and the team felt that too much of their time was spent collecting data
using DDG. There was no feedback from the data collection being done, which meant that the team
had no idea what the results of the data collection were and what the implications of the data were.26
The issues that have been experienced with DDG so far have been acknowledged by Concern and
the DDG team are working on improvements and changes to the tool in order to reduce the volume
of surveys and streamline further the data collection.
It is important to note however that as a data collection tool, DDG is not a panacea to resolve all
issues arising in an M&E plan or system. If you are asking for the wrong data based on the wrong
indicator, there is very little a tablet with surveys loaded onto it can do to resolve that issue. The
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issues around DDG could be viewed as symptoms of the disjoint between data collection for donor
reporting and data collection for programme management. Another outcome harvesting statement
may support this view:
Concern’s investment in M&E has been significant in enabling the annual outcome reporting to
happen. The investment in DDG has been key and is supported by the ability to allocate time
within the country teams, desk officers and advisors such as M&E and donor relations. – Extract from
Outcome Harvesting statement on M&E [Highlight author’s own]
Concern has yet to find the balance between the volume of data that it is collecting, the regularity
with which it is collecting data, what the data is being used for and how the data relates to
programme aims and objectives. Improving the quality and utility of M&E plans (and the ownership
of those plans at a lower level) and integrating results frameworks further into country programme
management will go a long way to delivering the potential of DDG tools in the data collection mix.
3.2.3 Human Resources
There have also been challenges for programme and country management with a high turnover of
staff (19% amongst international staff, 10% amongst national staff27). Concern has a challenge to
resource itself in fragile and PVI Stream 1 contexts. The organisation’s pipeline of skilled staff is
seen as lacking.28 Francophone countries currently present a particular challenge and some
postings that are not accompanied can be quite isolating.29 More than half of the evaluations of IAPF
country programmes reported staffing issues that affected management of the IAPF programme,
while some also reported that staffing issues affected management of the country programme.30
There have been difficulties in recruiting and retaining extension level staff and especially female
staff. These are largely related to living conditions in the Kebeles. They are indicative of an
ongoing tension between close regular contact with the community and staff reluctance to move
away from comfortable living in towns. – Ethiopia (Wolaita)
In terms of information management, staff turnover and unsystematic handovers have made it
difficult to ensure the programme’s continuity and consistency in monitoring and evaluation. For
the Saut-d’Eau office, there is no formal filing system to ensure smooth handovers. – Haiti (Saut
d’Eau)

These issues do not just affect the country programmes. The evaluations for both Active Citizenship
and Advocacy make references to insufficient staff resources in those departments.31
The findings on the challenges of implementing RBM, results frameworks and M&E more generally,
are more understandable in light of the human resource issues highlighted in the programme
evaluations, and possibly exacerbated in contexts where staffing issues are having an impact on
programme management and country management. Concern has put in place a strategy for talent
and succession management that commences in 2016 that aims to strengthen Concern’s career
offer, develop a more systematic way of populating the skills pipeline, get an overview of the
changing workforce and take a global approach to resourcing.32
The impact of human resources is also felt in the organisational structures set up for programme
management and delivery in the country programmes. Practically every country programme has
structured its staff according to thematic areas of work: FIM, Nutrition, Education, etc., whilst at the
same time trying to implement programmes that on paper are designed to be integrated. The reality
appears to be that these programmes are delivered in a segregated manner between the thematic
teams, rather than as one programme in a combined approach, as was seen in the Chad validation
visit.33
Maintaining a silo approach to organisational design will not allow Concern to fully exploit the
potential efficiency and effectiveness of integrated programming and leads to duplicated skills sitting
in each country programme, when this might not be wholly necessary. An option for the organisation
to consider is shifting the staffing structure to a full matrix management structure. During the
feedback presentation such an approach was discussed and potential for shifting to such a structure
at a regional level or clustered level was considered possible when used alongside an Agile
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approach to project teams and project management. The benefits would be that each country team
would effectively operate as one team, drawing on the combined strengths of both international and
national staff to assess the contextual viability of programme proposals and operationalize
programmes in their context, whilst receiving specialist and technical support from regional or
clustered specialists who know and have experience of specific thematic areas within that region.
The (not insignificant) challenges to implementing this new approach would include dismantling the
silo structure that has built up over time and managing donors during any transition period. It is
possible to pilot this approach in one region or country before rolling it out, in order to minimise
impact should Concern decide this approach is not part of how it will reach its longer-term
objectives.
3.2.4 Partnerships
The hypothesis also suggested that partnerships would be affected as a result of the introduction of
HCUEP, which proved to be correct. Concern has many relationships in-country that are beneficial
to achieving the aims of HCUEP. Partnerships are identified on the basis of the quality and depth of
a relationship with another organisation, agency, local government, etc. Partnerships may or may
not involve a transfer of funding.34 The improved long-term focus on tackling extreme poverty did
lead to a reconsideration of where and how Concern pursued its objectives. The more formalised
use of RBM tools and processes also led to more rigorous assessments of implementing partners.
As a result, the number of implementing partners (those who receive on-granted funds from
Concern) has reduced. This might seem counterintuitive, however Concern reached a couple of
conclusions about its partnership working during the IAPF. Firstly, while implementing partnerships
were previously a default operational setting, this changed during the lifetime of the IAPF as
structural weaknesses in partners were exposed due to the new rigours in Concern’s assessments35.
Secondly, where Concern has focused on operating in fragile or PVI Stream 1 countries and
contexts, sometimes the local NGOs are just not there, or are unsustainable.
In these contexts the local government structures are often the only potential partnership available to
Concern.36 Concern already works with local government and views it as a partner, particularly in PVI
Stream 1 contexts where Concern is directly delivering activities that can support local government
to achieve its own targets37 or where local government structures can influence the ease or
effectiveness of the interventions that Concern may wish to roll out in their area.38 There is not
necessarily an expectation on on-granting to local government, but rather a shared sense of aiming
to achieve systemic change. Where the aim is meso-level systemic change, partnership with local
government makes sense even if the relationship does not fit traditional (development) notions of
partnership. Capacity development of local government is an important aspect of working in fragile
contexts, especially where today’s local government officials could be tomorrow’s national
government ministers. Taking the approach of working with local government to make it more
robust and sustainable not only helps to improve the stability of local contexts, but can contribute to
the overall stability of fragile countries over time.
At meso / macro level, the evaluation team was impressed about the Slum Development
Unit of the DSCC and the APPG on extreme poverty and urban pavement dwellers. Both
benefited tremendously from linking with the UIP team (including CUP) in terms of finding
focus and understanding the issues of the extreme poor, which supported the macro level
developments. The process of supporting the APPG in the development of a report on
‘Pavement Dwellers Right to survive’ reportedly helped the APPG members to inform and
draw more attention to pavement dwellers and enabled their members to speak more
confidently about the issue. – Bangladesh, UIP
Concern’s partnership approach to this programme has undoubtedly laid foundations for
improved service delivery by the Government through extensive trainings, on-job capacity
building, exposure of the CHD to new, more rigorous systems for payroll, supervision, stock
procurement and management etc. However, in a context where there is a history of high
dependency on humanitarian assistance, it’s early days in this process and it will require
continued support to further build up the system to ensure provision of quality and more
accountable health services. – South Sudan
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Concern reviews its partnership policy every three years (most recently in 2013). The next review is
due in 2016 and it is recommended that the review include clarification of Concern’s approach in
practical terms to partnerships and relationships in PVI Stream 1 contexts. Adapting a tool such as
Jared Raynor’s Framework for Evaluating Networks and Partnership (Raynor, 2010) would help to
identify possible expectations for partnerships and relationships outside of on-granting.
3.2.5 Value for Money Summary
A value for money assessment was included in this evaluation and the full commentary on value for
money is included at appendix 5.3.
3.2.5.1 Economy
For participating country programmes, the effect of the IAPF has been significant, not only
financially, but for non-financial inputs such as the introduction of RBM. IAPF funding can make up
between 25% and 100% of programme funding in-country. Countries also receive general donation
income via Dublin to make up funding shortfalls. Country programmes can also source additional
funding for their programming directly (with Dublin’s assistance).39 Procurement is guided by head
office with standard procurement manuals issued and countries are expected to adjust these for
context. At country level, most procurement is managed through the country office, with smaller
levels of procurement possible at field office level, although this varies between countries.
3.2.5.2 Efficiency
Financial control is strong and financial data is prepared and circulated at a country and
organisational level. Concern has a good understanding of its cost drivers. Mostly cost drivers are
context specific, however in both validation visits and in key informant interviews, staffing costs were
highlighted as a driver40, together with transport and administration (PVI Stream 1 mostly). The
current approach to using DDG tools in the country programmes and the amount of staff time data
collection is taking, together with the duplication of processes for donor reporting and programme
management suggests that efficiencies of DDG are not yet being maximised.
3.2.5.3 Effectiveness
Concern has ensured that the IAPF funding is available to support programme quality, which has
supported the roll out of DDG, development of RBM guidance and support and the development of
results frameworks, which key informant interviewers agreed had made Concern more effective.
However separate processes at country level for collecting data for donor reporting and for
programme management have reduced Concern’s effectiveness in value for money terms. Also,
integrated programme design does not translate in all cases into integrated programme delivery.41
The introduction of donor coding in the changes being introduced under FRAP, allowing expenditure
to be linked directly to donors, will encourage greater linkages between results and inputs.
3.2.5.4 Equity
Beneficiaries that participated in the validation visits reported that they believed value was being
generated and not only for direct beneficiaries in the programme, but more generally across the
community and society. Beneficiaries were included in programme design and implementation to
varying degrees across the participating countries, however promoting social equity amongst
participants was challenging. It was not desirable to determine a cost per beneficiary calculation
across the IAPF at fund level, which would be meaningless. At country level this sort of calculation
(or a cost effectiveness calculation) should be possible, however few country evaluations attempted
it or reported that there was sufficient data to conduct such analysis.
3.2.5.5 Value for Money Opinion
On balance, Concern is delivering value for money in extremely challenging contexts. Concern’s
main challenges lie in efficiency and effectiveness. Progress in economy and equity outweigh these
challenges and suggest that if Concern can rise to the challenges identified, the organisation will
increase the value per beneficiary generated in the longer-term.
In summary, efficiency across the IAPF scored the lowest across the DAC Criteria in most of the
programme evaluations, which was reflected in the meta-evaluation. This would not be my own
assessment of Concern’s efficiency performance. Concern’s efficiency is not challenged by
delivering a complex multi-country programme, with interventions working towards one aim.
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Concern’s efficiency is challenged by the contexts it operates in and not analysing the relationship
between cost and impact in more detail. Standardised systems and processes for finance have
helped the organisation maintain good financial control and are being further improved. RBM tools
and processes have not yet led to improved programme management and data analysis as data
collection for donor reporting is seen as separate from data collection for programme management.
Improving data collection using DDG tools is the right approach, and further refinements are being
made to ensure DDG is fit for purpose, accessible and integrated into day-to-day work. Staffing
challenges remain and are being addressed with a new talent and succession policy.
Implementation partnerships may have reduced, but Concern continues to work with and have
relationships with other agencies and local and national governments. Rethinking what partnership
means in fragile contexts is possibly a way forward. Concern does deliver value for money, however
there is more that can be done on this front to improve tracking and analysis.

3.3

Effectiveness

The effectiveness of the IAPF programme in delivering change in beneficiary lives and how well this
change reflects that principles contained within HCUEP is considered in this section. This section
also discusses contribution of Concern’s Advocacy and Active Citizen Programmes.
The IAPF is an ambitious and important programme for Concern and has delivered most of the
anticipated results Concern was looking for. Concern chose to measure change using the three
dimensions of extreme poverty outlined in HCUEP and using the three levels of micro, meso and
macro:
• Concern has been effective across all three dimensions of extreme poverty at a micro level,
with improved effectiveness at meso level, and the lowest volume of change at macro level;
• While the best results were delivered in PVI Stream 2 countries, PVI Stream 1 countries
outperformed PVI Stream 2 countries at a meso level, which is important given Concern’s
focus on influencing systemic change at that level in fragile countries and contexts;
• Less change was demonstrated for inequality than for the other two dimensions of extreme
poverty. The change in inequality that did happen tended to be at the household level,
which for some PVI Stream 1 countries is a significant step in its own right. That said, more
work on inequality needs to be done;
• Advocacy delivered most of its results in Risk & Vulnerability at the macro level; and
• Active Citizenship can demonstrate results clearly at an output level, however this cannot be
said at an impact level.
As well as the indicators measured in the results frameworks, the programme evaluations also
recorded positive change as a result of the IAPF that had not been recorded on the results
frameworks. This additional change was picked up in the meta-evaluation and included in its
analysis of the evaluations in order to achieve as full a picture of attributable positive change under
the IAPF as possible. Of the positive change achieved in the IAPF programme between 2011 and
2015 as reported in the programme evaluations, 43% occurred in Assets (and return in investment in
assets), 33% in Risk & Vulnerability and 24% in Inequality.42
In the programme evaluations 567 statements of positive change were identified. Of these, 416
relate to change at the micro level, 97 relate to change at the meso level and 54 relate to change at
the macro level (see chart 1 below). When considering change reported in the programme
evaluations from the perspective of the three dimensions of extreme poverty, the majority of
statements of positive change related to Assets (and return on investment of assets) (245), with Risk
& Vulnerability (188) recording more statements of positive change than Inequality (134).
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Chart 1 Statements of Positive Change in Assets, Inequality and Risk & Vulnerability at Micro, Meso and
Macro levels included in the Programme Evaluations

The programme evaluations present a more positive view of the achievements of the IAPF than the
results frameworks are able to do. For example, the programme evaluations cite positive macrolevel change in 54 instances (9.5% of all positive change statements), whilst in the results framework
macro-level indicators achieved and partially achieved across the IAPF stand at 5% of all indicators
achieved in the IAPF. It must however be noted that 60% of macro-level indicators were achieved.
The difference between the results frameworks and the programme evaluations (quantitative versus
qualitative) underlines the recommendation made in section 3.2 Efficiency that the M&E plans need
review, and that indicators need to measure the appropriate outcome and that sometimes there is
change that cannot be accommodated on a results framework.
Concern’s meso level success suggests that it has been successful at delivering some systemic
change at a local or district level. The country evaluations have highlighted this success:
Perhaps the most innovative area of programme design was the creation of Conflict Resolution
Committees (CRCs) in four communities that were most exposed to conflict between pastoralists
and farmers which is reported to be the most common form of conflict in the area. According to all
reports the committees have had some success. In the FGDs a few examples of how the committee
members volunteered their time to meet with parties involved in conflicts involving pastoralists’
livestock damaging crops. The conflicting parties accepted the decisions of the committee but had
right to appeal if they felt the level of compensation was not appropriate. The CRC members
mentioned that as volunteers they struggled a little and the evaluators feel that more could be done
to help make their important work more sustainable. - Sudan
One major success, noted earlier in this report, was securing the DHMTs support towards rolling out
CHWs in an urban environment. Meetings with MoHS and DHMT staff showed that these bodies
now really value the contributions of the [Community Health Workers] CHWs, and appreciate the
role that they can play in improving health in an urban context. The DHMT is planning to scale up the
CHW programme in Freetown so that all facilities have at least 10 CHWs assigned. – Sierra Leone
(CSP)

Concern should focus more on programming at the meso level in PVI Stream 1 countries (which are
an organisational focus) in a more systematic manner. Linking meso level activities to the micro level
activities is also more likely to ensure buy-in and community / local government ownership at the
meso level.
Although there were fewer results achieved at the macro level, there were nonetheless some
significant achievements. Unlike the micro level, the programme evaluations reported on more
achievements at the macro level under Risk and Vulnerability (29 of 54 positive change statements),
followed by Assets (15 of 54 positive change statements) and finally Inequality (10 of 54 positive
change statments).
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There is evidence that the programme has had significant impact at the national level in advocating
for the development of a National Social Protection Policy. This policy is currently being piloted in
two counties and Concern was at the forefront in not only advocating for government to put this
policy in place, but also in drafting the actual policy. This one intervention could have huge impact
on the entire country. This will require the pilot to be successful and for the implementation
nationally to be properly resourced by donors. – Liberia BRED
At a macro-level the development by consultant Tamsin Aylieff of the ‘minimum package to support
graduation’ guidelines based on the lessons of the CWR Graduation Programme reflect the
significant change in the direction of the National Social Protection Policy since 2013. The sharing
of evidence from the programme with global development actors will contribute to the graduation
debate beyond Rwanda. – Rwanda
At macro level however, [Concern Worldwide Burundi] CWB is a key player in discussions around
social protection and continues to advocate for the improved accountability of national Government
to the extreme poor; learning from the programme has also influenced the design of a new national
pilot programme. - Burundi

While more change measured at the macro level would be desirable, macro level change happens
over longer time periods than four years. Additionally macro level change such as an introduction of
a policy or Act of Parliament is simply an output or short-term outcome change. The impact of such
outputs is likely to be felt at the meso and micro levels. Which means that further work to
understand impact of macro level activity might result in a different set of indicators and measure for
macro level impact rather than macro level activity. Additionally Concern did not include as many
indicators for macro level activity as for either micro or meso levels. This alone will have had an
impact on programme activity, measurement and reporting. Even though country programmes used
their narrative annual reports to include successes not catered for on the results framework, data
was not always captured on activity that fell outside reporting requirements.
In the results frameworks only 57% of Inequality outcomes were considered achieved or partly
achieved. However, Concern programmed for 102 indicators for Inequality versus 151 indicators for
Assets and 110 for Risk and Vulnerability (as at 2015) and this would have an effect on the scope of
the data collection on inequality. Statements of positive change in the programme evaluations that
related to Inequality made up less than a quarter of the total positive change statements reported in
the evaluations. The programme evaluations highlighted that many countries still have some way to
go towards generating equality impact beyond the household level.43 This was echoed in the PRA
exercises conducted in Malawi and Chad where the importance of progress in equality in the
domestic setting was emphasised over equality more generally in the community.44
While to some readers the apparent low achievement on inequality might be disappointing, the value
of such progress at household level should not be underestimated. All the PRA groups in both
countries felt that Concern’s work was generating a fair share of value for women. The PRA groups
in both countries also reported a reduction in domestic violence, although this was not specifically
measured for the IAPF.
Concern has been diligent in sharing results and information about its research models with
stakeholders and other interested parties. The mid-term evaluation findings from Concern’s
research models funded by the IAPF have been circulated online. An Internet search returned fifteen
discreet websites with reports, blogs, presentations and briefing notes on achievements and
challenges of these models. The RAIN project in Zambia also won the SecureNutrition Knowledge
Platform 2013 Harvesting Nutrition Contest for greatest potential impact on nutrition.45 The
performance of research models has also influenced programme changes in other programmes. The
highest profile example is the influence of the programme approach in the Burundi Graduation model
on the programme approach in the Rwanda Graduation model. There is not yet evidence of results
from the research models influencing internal policies such as HCUEP, however it is possible that
results from these models could perform this role. It is more likely, given the results from the country
evaluations that research evidence will reinforce core policies and support the corporate strategy.
Importantly third party organisations such as FAO,46 IDS47 and Bond48 have referenced and included
briefing papers and presentations from Concern on both the research models and learning in
general.
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3.3.1 Active Citizenship and Advocacy
Although Advocacy and Active Citizenship are funded through the IAPF and therefore have
developed and worked to results frameworks, they did not disaggregate their results frameworks by
the three dimensions of extreme poverty and were not particularly focused by HCUEP. It is fair to
say that both programmes have struggled with the results framework approach (Advocacy revised its
framework annually).
The analysis conducted for the meta-evaluation suggests that the evaluation on Advocacy reported
most of the positive change in the Advocacy programme at the macro level (20 out 33 positive
change statements) and most results have occurred under risk & vulnerability (24 out of 33 positive
change statements).49
The Advocacy team worked well at the international and national levels. National level working
generally occurred when opportunities arose rather than as part of a specific Dublin-led strategy, or
when Advocacy was asked to provide support to the country team.
A useful example of the link between international and national Advocacy working can be seen in the
development of and role played by the Advocacy team in the publication of Chad’s Priorités
Résilience Pays (PRP) (see figure 5 below).
Concern’s role in the publication of the PRP has its roots in a conference organised by the Advocacy
team in Dublin in March 2013. This conference led directly to a similar conference being organised
and held in N’Djamena in December 2013. The conference in N’Djamena was focused on building
resilience to key threats at a systemic level and included representation from the Chad government
and other stakeholders. It was the type of conference that Concern’s BRACED application for DFID
funding in Chad and neighbouring Sudan referred to. Although the successful BRACED application
was not dependant on the N’Djamena conference, the conference did help to enhance Concern’s
reputation in the region ahead of the roll out of BRACED-funded activities.

Figure 5 Extract from Outcome 1 Process Tracing Map
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Concern was invited to participate in the working groups of the l’Alliance Globale sur Résilience
(AGIR), which were working on delivering the text of the PRP. Concern’s position on the inclusion of
the poorest and most vulnerable people in the PRP has led to the PRP giving “significant weight to
the importance of targeting the most vulnerable. Three of its four overarching pillars include
reference to the most vulnerable and there is more detailed discussion of the specific groups which
fall into this category (e.g. under 5s, pregnant women etc.).”50
This process of influencing the development of the PRP was not included under any of the indicators
for the IAPF programme in Chad, but was referenced in the programme evaluation for Chad. The
process was jointly driven by the Advocacy team and the then Country Director, however internal
impetus for this process has stalled with the higher than usual level of staff turnover.
The PRP was also indirectly influenced by Concern’s other significant advocacy success: the Global
Health Index (GHI) annual publication. Concern co-authors the GHI and the publication is launched
annually across a number of countries (see figure 6 below).

Figure 6 Extract from Advocacy Process Tracing Map for Outcome 3

Concern’s ownership and inclusion of the launch events of the GHI contributed to the Dublin
conference in March 2013, which in turn led to the N’Djamena conference at the end of that year.
The GHI has also influenced or contributed to Concern’s involvement or success in other fora, such
as the IFPRI2020 event in May 2014 (which resulted in the publication of the book “Resilience for
Food and Nutrition Security” that directly quotes Concern’s role; the GHI/GNR side event at ICN2,
from which Concern is encouraged by Irish Aid to link more closely the GHI with the Global Nutrition
Review (GNR) publication and Concern’s role in the IIEA Seminar in 2014. These events and outputs
demonstrate the cumulative impact of Concern’s Advocacy work towards achieving its outcomes
under the IAPF.
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Most of the evidence that the team were able to provide relating to the activities conducted in pursuit
of the outcomes in the results framework was considered robust. See appendix 5.5 for the full
process tracing maps and evidence tables developed for the evaluation.
Active Citizenship has possibly been the most challenged by the use of results frameworks, which
was further illustrated in the process tracing exercises conducted with the team in Dublin in an
attempt to identify potential impact of the programme and its contribution to the IAPF results.
Although the Active Citizenship programme was considered relevant to its stakeholders, determining
impact has been more difficult. Partly due to the type of data that has been collected and also due
to the type of indicators and the results framework design, which does not make the most of the
opportunity to measure the contribution of Active Citizenship to the achievement of the IAPF goals.
This goes back to the implementation of HCUEP and strategy design: if HCUEP is a core policy that
drives strategic development, then it should be a core consideration in any programme design. That
this might be more difficult for programmes such as Active Citizenship to articulate is a challenge
that Concern is up to and one that will only enhance its already considerable reputation in
Development Education in Ireland.

Figure 7 Extract from Active Citizenship Process Tracing Map for Outcome 2

Concern’s debate programme (shown in figure 7 above) is a core part of its active Citizenship
offering, which has shown growth over the past few years (in part due to the application of RBM
methods51). The process of the debates encourages students to research their debate topics (all
linked to development themes). The further in the competition they get, the more they learn. Some
winners of the debate programme have verbally stated that they would change their career choices
as a result of their participation in the programme. Some of the finalists also confirmed that they
would be more likely to participate in development activities in the future. This data is collected
through surveys and follow up phone interviews. There is however no longitudinal study on the
longer-term impact of participating in Concern’s debate programme (and there are some logistical
challenges with implementing one), which would be a useful measure to the actual impact on the
perception of the Irish public towards development work overseas. This programme does not yet
fully enable Concern to say that the debates programme is contributing to outcome 2 of the Active
Citizenship results framework.
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Figure 8 Extract from the Active Citizenship Process Tracing Map for Outcome 4

The primary school talks programme shown in figure 8 above is considered a growth area52 and is
linked to the nutrition theme. It is popular, which suggests that it is well targeted. However there is
no measure of whether the programme is having an impact, or indeed what that impact should be.
The lesson plan approach used in the Hunger Hero campaign does suggest that this work is
contributing to Concern achieving outcome 4 of the Active Citizenship results framework through
ensuring that students have to complete at least one lesson plan.53
As identified in the evaluation of Active Citizenship, at the output level the programme is effective54,
but at an outcome level it is difficult to make the same conclusion. The lack of suitable indicators,
more sophisticated data collection and data analysis means that Concern has more work to do to
identify current outcome-level effectiveness and ensure Active Citizenship’s contribution to the IAPF
objectives is fully recognised. Appendix 5.4 shows the full process tracing maps and evaluation
tables for Active Citizenship.
In summary, Concern’s IAPF programme has delivered most of its intended results, with a strong
performance at the micro level, a growing improvement from the position at the end of MAPS II at
the meso level and further work to be done at the macro level to record the results that it is delivering
internationally. Across the three dimensions of extreme poverty, Concern was most effective in
delivering results under Assets and return on investment in Assets, then under Risk & Vulnerability
and finally under Inequality. While Active Citizenship’s impact is yet to be properly proven,
Advocacy’s impact on a macro and meso level is clear. More work to fully measure outcome and
impact for Advocacy and Active Citizenship in relation to HCUEP could be done.

3.4

Impact

This section considers whether Concern’s IAPF programme has delivered impacts that will last
beyond the life of the programme.
Concern has delivered substantial impact for its beneficiaries:
• Concern’s impact is strongly focused at the micro level, in line with its outcome-level results;
• Encouraging signs of impact at the meso and macro levels suggest that the changes that
Concern has implemented during the IAPF are starting to pay off; and
• Unintended impacts under Assets and Inequality are encouraging and need further study.
The meta-evaluation analysis revealed the depth of Concern’s impact. The code ‘Outcomes lead to
benefit beyond the life of the programme’ was applied across the programme evaluations 32 times.
Of the 32 code applications half of them referred to benefit beyond the life of the programme in risk
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and vulnerability, while only 3 referred to benefits beyond the life of the programme for inequality and
13 referred to benefits beyond the life of the programme for assets (and the return on investment in
assets) (see chart 2 below). Half were identified as working at the micro level, 9 and the meso level
and 7 at the macro level.
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Chart 2 Benefit beyond the Programme Period disaggregated by dimension of poverty and operational
level

The strong performance in post-project impact at the micro level is no surprise. Historically
Concern’s performance at the micro level has been strong, this is where most activities were
programmed and measured. The micro level means households and individuals. Delivering impact
at this level is really important and is focused on the kind of change that cannot be taken away:
literacy, skills, education, nutrition, resilience, etc.
LAND’s impact is most visible in the changes in knowledge and practice at micro level. In FFS
groups, people are impressed with the difference that conservation agriculture approaches
contribute to improved yields and there are encouraging signs of replication. Consumption of
vegetables is new and popular. – Mozambique
These were mostly at the micro level but covered assets, inequality and risk. They included
better health for all and better growth rates for children, less expenditure on medicine, increased
income enabling parents to send children to school, children going on to college, improvements
to housing, better clothes, shoes and diversification of livelihoods by investing earned income in
additional income generating activity. These achievements were reported by women and men.
They now have confidence in their ability to withstand economic and environmental shocks
although it was clear that further resilience is needed for long term progress above the food
poverty and income poverty lines. The levels of community cohesion seemed good and
according to the beneficiaries were very useful and growing. – Ethiopia Wolaita

The meso level impact recorded is very encouraging and demonstrates that the significant
organisational changes that Concern has implemented since MAPS II are beginning to take hold.
The structural and systemic changes that Concern is aiming for at the meso level (and are
highlighted in the two extracts below) are supported by the impact delivered by Risk and
Vulnerability interventions across the IAPF. Concern’s strong record in nutrition and its excellent
emergency response work is likely to have influenced this result.
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At the meso level, a key factor in the diversification of agricultural production has been the potato.
This is a highly successful intervention on all accounts. The South Wollo Zonal government has
formed a specific committee to scale up potato production and allocated their own resources.
Potatoes have been introduced in four non programme Woredas. Both Delanta and Dessie Zuria
Woreda officials stated that they intended to procure seed potatoes from the five Potato Seed
Producing Cooperatives established by the programme. – Ethiopia Wollo
[District Nutrition Coordinating Committee] DNCC members described how the [RAIN] model
enables effective multi-sector planning and implementation and avoids duplication. In fact, some
committee members pointed to the increased efficiency of the approach, noting that even if
stunting was not reduced through the programme that they would continue with the greater
cooperation. The committee has mapped out all interventions in the district to ensure
complementarity not duplication. The approach is now moving from ‘coordination’ to
‘convergence’ – lining up all interventions to reach one child at one time. – Zambia RAIN

The examples above also reference Concern’s partnership approach to working with local
government, with both making reference to local or district government continuing with the
approaches or work started under the IAPF. Partnership is a cross-cutting theme. Concern did not
specifically set out to measure its partnership activities with stand alone measures, however the
impact that the IAPF has delivered through partnerships at the meso level is to be applauded.
The only cross-cutting theme for which no conclusions of impact can be drawn is HIV and AIDS. HIV
was mainstreamed through the IAPF in the proposal design, however in practice it formed a part of
some indicators for Risk and Vulnerability in some countries. HIV was mostly measured through
knowledge, attitude and practice indicators. Discussion of HIV in the programme evaluations was
very limited.
Gender and Equality are also cross-cutting themes of the IAPF. Although outcomes in Inequality
contribute the least in terms of the impact demonstrated in the IAPF, the majority of that impact is
experienced at the household or micro level. This underlines an important trend observed in the
programme evaluations that can be overlooked by the stronger performance of interventions under
Assets and Risk and Vulnerability: the IAPF has delivered positive impacts for women that are
distinct from men.55
The programme has resulted in a reversal in the Income gap between men and women which is
positive but we will need to monitor that this doesn’t become an issue for the men. The fact that
female headed households earn slightly more, probably reflects the focus on women’s
empowerment – Somalia
Eco- stoves: Men that were involved in this activity saw it very much as an IGA, whereas for
women it was much more about reduced risks and workloads. It was highly valued by women as it
reduces risk of rape and snake attacks whilst collecting firewood in the bush. This was very much
an unintended positive consequence of this initiative. – Malawi
There is a strong change in gender related attitudes as a result of the programme. Group members
give examples where now husband and wife join hands when preparing the fields, husbands
helping with carrying items on the way back and once home the husband takes care of small
children or goes and fetches water while the wife is preparing dinner. Fathers bringing sick
children to the health facility and husbands helping their wives when sick were other examples
given by many. – Zambia IPRWEP

Additionally, as reported under section 3.3 Effectiveness, the PRA groups reported a reduction in
domestic violence, which is clearly an unintended impact (Concern did not deliberately programme
for it, nor measure for it) that needs to be more fully explored.
Another potentially unintended impact has emerged amongst some of the evaluations and needs
further investigation: beneficiaries in some programmes are reporting that non-beneficiaries are
asking about the programme interventions and learning about them from programme participants,
without Concern funding or support this learning.
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Livestock ‘pass on’ clearly has potential for replication along the distribution chain but the process
takes time for those further down the chain. The [Conservation Agriculture] and lead farmer
structure in addition to the field days and district level campaigns are key to future replication.
However the best marketing comes from farmers explaining to neighbours in terms of saved labour
and reduced use of inputs. [Village Savings and Loan Clubs] VSLs with Village Agents are able to
replicate self-forming clubs. … Kitchen gardens are being replicated as seeds are stored or
purchased and new adopters sharing the nursery of the original programme participants – Malawi
The effectiveness of using manual labour over heavy machinery is seen on witnessing numerous
small farmers who are replicating the cash for work activities on their own lands. ... The
methodology used by Concern (using manual labour instead of machines to build soil bunds) has
been replicated by other NGOs and is actively promoted by the government as best practise. –
Somaliland SHERRIS
Also at the meso level, the hazard and vulnerability mapping processes undertaken in 15 villages
provoked some villages to organise some important mitigation measures. At the village level some
were organising communal savings schemes and communal livestock fodder schemes for
emergencies. – Ethiopia Wollo
Some interviewees have reported spontaneous replications: some people copy the techniques
without having participated directly in the training, which is clearly a sign of approval and
appropriation of these techniques. – Niger

If this is true, this would represent the most compelling form of impact to arise from the IAPF.
The evaluation for Active Citizenship did point out that impact for the programme is difficult to
determine, as most evidence is at an output level only.56 However there is potential for Active
Citizenship to track longer-term impact through adapting its monitoring tools and processes to
conduct more longitudinal assessments in order to capture the follow-on results of feedback such as
that quoted below.
In the course of discussion following a presentation by the winning debating team (see list of
informants) the winning team members were asked what was the most significant change that can
be attributable to their participation in the debating competition. They responded by indicating that
they had all changed their career choices. – Active Citizenship

The majority of Advocacy’s impact is seen at the macro level, where much of its work is focused.
Advocacy’s work contributed significantly to the macro level results for Risk and Vulnerability seen in
chart 2 at the start of this section. The tangible short and medium-term impacts that the Advocacy
programme has delivered can be seen in Concern’s participation in and hosting of events and
conferences and in the campaigns that the Advocacy team have run.
As part of keeping up the political pressure on nutrition after the success of the [Nutrition for
Growth] N4G commitments, Concern launched ‘Concern’s Cowpea campaign’ with an aim of
furthering the political and financial progress made on nutrition. The Cowpea Campaign ran for ten
months with the objective of getting DFID to spend its [Nutrition for Growth] N4G core commitment
of £375 million steadily and predictably in the poorest and most vulnerable regions of the world, by
2016. ... DFID [agreed] to prepare a regular, detailed, transparent progress report on N4G
commitments and spending, the One Year On: Progress Report. This has been published and
launched at an event with the Global Panel on Agriculture and Food Systems for Nutrition and is a
significant development. – Advocacy

Both Advocacy and Active Citizenship could do more however to understand, measure and report
on the impact that they are having, potentially using the process tracing tools that were used to
explore each programme during this evaluation process.
In summary, Concern’s IAPF programme has delivered significant impact at the micro level across
the three dimensions of extreme poverty and strong impact at the meso level in Assets and Risk and
Vulnerability. Impacts as a result of partnerships at the meso level have been demonstrated and
impacts at the household level for gender and equality have been demonstrated. Advocacy has
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contributed to the impact delivered under Risk and Vulnerability at the macro level. Active
Citizenship should put in place better monitoring tools to capture the impact that it is having.

3.5

Sustainability

This section reviews the overall sustainability of the results generated as part of the IAPF.
Consideration is given to sustainability of any systemic change at macro or meso level. This section
also considers whether the design of the IAPF as a large-scale multi-year programme focused on
one high level aim has had any impact on sustainability.
Most of Concern’s results are assessed as being partially sustainable, with some results being
assessed as sustainable:
• Concern’s IAPF programme delivered more sustainability at the micro level than at the meso
and macro levels;
• Micro level sustainability was centred on Assets and knowledge and behaviour change;
• Concern should focus more on systemic sustainability at the meso level and take a longer
view of sustainability in PVI Stream 1 countries;
• Advocacy has shown potential for longer-term sustainability; and
• Active Citizenship needs to consider ways to measure potential or actual sustainability.
Across the programme evaluations the meta-evaluation identified 277 statements relating to
sustainability. Of these, 103 related to partially sustainable outcomes, whilst 98 statements related
to outcomes being sustainable. When programme evaluations were disaggregated by PVI Stream,
PVI Stream 2 countries were more likely to be assessed as providing either partial (57 code
applications) or full (68 code applications) sustainability, whilst PVI Stream 1 programmes were more
likely to be reported as not providing sustainability. Sustainability is also more evident at the micro
level than at the meso or macro levels.
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Chart 3 Code Applications for Sustainability disaggregated by PVI Stream
The rate of production amongst the goats distributed to the 2014 recipients clearly
demonstrates a high level of sustainability, and the pass on scheme is enabling the benefits to
be shared more widely within the community. – Haiti, Saut d’Eau
Most interesting however was the experience with VSLA which are key for solving a number of
social and production problems. The Evaluation Team observed that these are functioning well
and there was high level of organisation and enthusiasm for this initiative. Similarly, there are
positive signs that people stick to behaviour change when supported by a strong group or
association – there is a shift in attitudes towards children and women’s rights being
measured which is preparing for long term behaviour change. – Sierra Leone, Tonkolili
At the micro (household and community level) almost all the livelihoods activities were
implemented by working closely with the private sector to supply inputs and create markets,
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which will ensure they continue after the life of the programme. The farmers can obtain inputs
on 50% credit from agro-input dealers, an approach continued from NoJ-I, there has been no
defaulters and both parties trust each other. Many of the IGAs were financed by loans from the
CBOs, rather than grants from CIP. The Producer Groups have the phone numbers of buyers
and can discuss prices and quantities with the buyers before they travel to the chars,
benefiting both parties. The markets set up by CIP on the chars are self-sustaining, and some
women now have the confidence to take their produce to mainland markets, where prices are
slightly higher. – Bangladesh, Char

Although as the Sierra Leone and Bangladesh above evaluations imply, knowledge and behaviour
change can lead to sustained changes in inequality and risk and vulnerability, as was also reported
from Liberia, where behaviour change is also supported by a code of conduct and training.
Physical and sexual harassment are said to be reducing. This was verified during the
discussions with the teachers and PTAs and DEO and the banning of corporal punishment,
introduction of the teachers Code of Conduct and training on SRGBV has helped to make
school more child friendly according to stakeholders interviewed. – Liberia BASE

While the evaluation from Ethiopia highlighted the link between sustainability in Assets and
sustainability in Risk and Vulnerability.
Programme participants are generally more resilient to the hazards they face. They are
more likely to have a more diverse range of incomes and food sources albeit for the short
term. This is through the cultivation of a wider range of agricultural (barley, wheat and
potatoes) and horticultural crops (mixed vegetables). It also includes increased livestock
production. This enabled them to report that they have sufficient food stocks and income
sources to withstand the failure of the belg and meher rains in 2015. They are more aware
of hazards and their personal and communal vulnerability through the hazard and risk
analysis and consequent planning. – Ethiopia, Wollo

The evaluation from Burundi also highlighted the intangible benefits that the IAPF had brought at a
micro level, that were sustainable and worthy of more investigation.
Particularly striking to the evaluation team were the social impacts that the programme
appeared to have on participants which were not captured within the results framework.
Specific impacts that came out frequently in discussions were: self-esteem, motivation,
confidence, social inclusion. These impacts cannot be underestimated and are likely to
have huge implications for how sustainable programme outcomes are. The evaluation
team would recommend considering social impacts as a future area of research. – Burundi

Only the evaluations for Zambia and Rwanda (both PVI Stream 2 countries) drew a link between
performance at meso and macro level and sustainability.
The country evaluation for Rwanda reports that:
At a macro-level the development by consultant Tamsin Aylieff of the ‘minimum package to
support graduation’ guidelines based on the lessons of the CWR Graduation Programme
reflect the significant change in the direction of the National Social Protection Policy since
2013. The sharing of evidence from the programme with global development actors will
contribute to the graduation debate beyond Rwanda. - Rwanda

While the Kigali-level advocacy and dissemination of results through IDS, and sustained engagement
in women’s meetings and membership of cooperative groups have also contributed to this result.
This analysis speaks to the challenges of operating in fragile countries and contexts and suggests
that Concern should take a longer view of sustainability in PVI Stream 1 countries. With few exit
strategies in place the assumption has to be that Concern intends to remain in engaged in most of
these contexts for the foreseeable future. In the same way as Concern should proactively
programme more at the meso level, so should it focus more on systemic sustainability at the meso
level as a stepping stone towards increased sustainability at the micro level in fragile countries and
contexts. Systemic sustainability at a meso level means the strengthening and capacity building of
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local and regional government structures; in order to ensure improved stability and in the long-term
take over responsibility for programming in those areas.
Such an approach would not be easy as many PVI Stream 1 contexts have long-term structural
weaknesses and poor capacity at meso level. However over time this approach would contribute to
ensuring there were government systems to which to hand over activities when the time came to
exit, as the evaluation from Burundi suggests.
Sustained changes at micro level are also likely to lead to further changes at meso level
particularly given spill-over and multiplier effects, however the needs of the population are
great and any change at meso level is likely to require the strengthening of institutional
structures. - Burundi

Organisations mostly measure sustainability at the evaluation stage in a programme (rather than
through a consistent set of milestones or indicators in an M&E plan)57 that usually relates to the end
of donor funding cycles. Donor funding cycles are generally three to five years. For fragile contexts
and countries, this period is too short to demonstrate sustainability or significant progress. Although
not considered a PVI Stream 1 country, the Bangladesh UIP evaluation makes this point in relation to
the sustainability of impacts for pavement dwellers that would be considered as living in a fragile
context regardless of the ranking of the country:
Some of the very successful long-term AOM participants (since 2008) the team spoke with
even managed to employ other people at peak times within the small businesses (e.g. fruit
selling woman). The evaluation team felt that some of these extremely positive examples
were seem rather in participants who joined the AOM in 2008. It therefore highlights the
importance of allowing for sufficient time (beyond the usual five years) in order to see real
sustainable change. – Bangladesh UIP

Operating in PVI Stream 1 countries (and contexts) requires measuring change and sustainability
over a much longer period (twenty years or more). Concern’s organisational focus through HCUEP
and rigour in designing relevant programmes (see section 3.1) can help it to manage donor
expectation and inform the nature of the grant agreements it enters into. This will help Concern to
take a longer view of sustainability and record improvements in sustainability in fragile countries as it
works with those communities over a longer period.
In the previous section (3.4 Impact) an unintended impact of beneficiaries teaching non-beneficiaries
about Conservation Agriculture was noted in the programme evaluations. Should this impact be
proven correct through rigorous investigation, Concern will have achieved remarkable sustainability
in Conservation Agriculture without additional funds being committed. This kind of lower level
sustainability is as important as sustainable systemic change at macro level. The sustainability of
village savings and loans groups and of improved hygiene practices at household or community level
or indeed Conservation Agriculture practices will eventually have a larger effect.
This is a key lesson about sustainability within the IAPF: there is great potential for significant
sustainability. More needs to be done to demonstrate that sustainability, while we have to
acknowledge that longer-term sustainability will not be evident at this stage.
Concern’s results for sustainability raise the challenge of fully implementing HCUEP and the
challenge of having such a clear focus. Focusing on working in PVI Stream 1 countries and
vulnerable contexts does suggest that sustainability in the short- to medium-term is likely to be
challenging or very poor at best. In order to make the kind of difference that Concern aspires to, it
will need to review and articulate its commitment to vulnerable countries and contexts over a much
longer period, which will present a fundraising and communication challenge. This is the other key
sustainability lesson from implementing a complex large-scale multi-year programme with a single
aim: better short-term sustainability results are demonstrated in more stable countries. Sustainable
systemic change in poorer, more vulnerable countries takes longer, far longer than the traditional
grant-making cycle. To achieve such sustained systemic change will require the clear focus that
Concern has demonstrated through implementing HCUEP.
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Programme evaluation comments on the design of the IAPF were mostly focused on the country in
question, with only a few considering how broader programme design changes can benefit
sustainability in the future.
At meso-level, the programme supported the inception of a new veterinary pharmacy owned by
the civil society group Fédération des Eleveurs in Goz Beida, directly linked to the government
department (Délégation Régionale de L’Elevage). This is an excellent example of engagement
with private sector – the pharmacy runs as a viable enterprise, but only provides approved
veterinary drugs which are more reliable than those available within the market. Auxiliary
representatives are trained to sell these drugs at community-level, replenishing their stocks
when they visit Goz Beida. The pharmacy is located next to the délégation, allowing farmers to
use veterinary services there and access animal vaccinations. The pharmacy was clean, wellstocked and had several customers during the evaluation visit. Auxiliary services were working
well according to the pharmacy, although these need to be followed up at community level to
ensure that cost recovery systems are maintained. This example of successful private sector
service provision should be documented for wider learning within Concern. – Chad

The evaluation for Advocacy suggested that while it was too soon to assess any sustainability that
had arisen from the programme’s activities, the Advocacy team had laid foundations for future longterm sustainability. Where sustainability in advocacy can be achieved the results can often have
longer-lasting impact than any implementation programme.
Concern’s nutrition advocacy during the reporting period has focused on securing and sustaining
political commitments not least through [Scaling Up Nutrition] SUN, [Second International
Conference on Nutrition] ICN2 and [Sustainable Development Goals] SDGS and financial
commitments primarily through [Nutrition for Growth] N4G … DFID [agreed] to prepare a regular,
detailed, transparent progress report on N4G commitments and spending, the One Year On:
Progress Report. This has been published and launched at an event with the Global Panel on
Agriculture and Food Systems for Nutrition and is a significant development. – Advocacy

Such sustained impact is of course only possible where there is sufficient capacity to follow up on
advocacy outputs and outcomes. The lack of strong advocacy plans at the country level at the start
of the IAPF period was highlighted in a few programme evaluations. Although advocacy capacity at
country level is still challenged this has been an area of development over the course of the IAPF.
The programme clearly makes an effort to link micro, meso and macro and achieves distinct
results under each of these headings which are somewhat difficult to show in the results
framework format but are non-the-less impressive. The work at each of the three levels has been
mutually reinforcing, showing the benefit of having an effective programme working at these
levels. While the work to date is to be commended, it would have benefited from developing
clearer advocacy plans from the start. This would also allow Concern to tackle more politically
challenging issues, such as the main agriculture support programme’s focus on the production of
Maize. – Zambia, RAIN
To improve Concern’s learning from CRAM, and to enhance opportunities for meso and macrolevel advocacy, some steps could be taken to improve communications and documentation. One
is to encourage joint-authorship of academic publications based on CRAM (currently these are
authored by Tufts staff and their consultants only), by enabling Concern staff – or even
government partners – to co-author papers that are directly related to their work. Another is to
build closer ties between the advocacy team in the UK and Chad, in the form of technical
support, to co-develop an advocacy strategy and to lead on the development of learning papers,
posters and leaflets (in French and English) based on CRAM. Mechanisms should be explored to
assign responsibility for documentation to existing staff without overburdening them … An
advocacy strategy should be developed, with mechanisms for Concern to re-engage in the AGIR
network and linking programme staff based in Goz Beida to ministry structures in N’Djamena
(through regular visits). - Chad

Both these examples speak to the challenge of sustaining advocacy impact, and why it is so
important. Previously (section 3.3 Effectiveness) we saw how the capacity for the Advocacy team to
support the country programmes was limited and reactive, based on country requests, and that
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there is limited Advocacy capacity in the country teams. This will always impact on the quality and
the quantity of advocacy outcomes and consequently longer-term sustainability.
The evaluation for Active Citizenship concluded that the programme’s sustainability was satisfactory
and that there were opportunities for programme development that would enhance future
sustainability. Although little substantial evidence for why Active Citizenship’s sustainability was
satisfactory was actually provided. The level of repeat business from schools/teachers and an
analysis of any inherent value for money may have helped this argument in the evaluation. No
assessment of the sustainability of the programme’s results was given and ultimately understanding
the long-term effects of participation in Active Citizenship’s programmes would cement any
assessment of sustainability.
In summary most of the outcomes in the IAPF are assessed as partially sustainable, with some being
assessed as sustainable. PVI Stream 2 programmes reported better sustainability than PVI Stream 1
programmes. There is evidence of sustainability at micro levels and further investigation of some
reported trends of non-beneficiaries learning from beneficiaries without additional Concern funding is
needed. There is less evidence of sustainability at meso or macro levels. Advocacy and Active
Citizenship need to consider better ways to assess likely or actual sustainability of their results
alongside any consideration of their own sustainability.

4 Conclusions and Recommendations
The IAPF has had a significant impact on Concern Worldwide and its beneficiaries and stakeholders.
The focus on the extreme poor and most vulnerable has delivered results for communities,
households, beneficiaries and Concern at all levels and across Assets, Inequality and Risk and
Vulnerability. Concern’s experience of working with beneficiaries and in thematic areas such as
nutrition, agriculture and livelihoods has allowed it to deliver relevant and effective interventions.
Concern has increased its impact at the meso level whilst continuing to deliver impact at the micro
level. Careful consideration of the relationship between micro and meso during programme design
will deepen this impact.
Concern has a very clear view of its long-term goals and its mission and the IAPF has not deviated
from that mission. The organisation has and continues to adapt its programming to this long-term
goal, thanks to the implementation of core policies such as HCUEP. HCEUP is an important and
almost unique policy and its application in increasing Concern’s focus on the most vulnerable is to
be applauded and is a marker of a strong organisation that can absorb core or strategic funding
without compromising its own values and identity. Key within the policy is the PVI, which is a
significant step forward from the Human Development Index and Concern could do more to promote
its index amongst other NGOs and develop it further.
Concern used the opportunity presented by the IAPF to roll out a core policy (HCUEP) and an
important enhancement of management processes (RBM). At the time this was seen as a very
pragmatic approach, however in hindsight this was probably not the best approach. Countries that
were not included in the IAPF subsequently were left out of the early roll out of HCUEP and RBM.
This led to a two-track organisation for a while – a situation that has now resolved itself. Using the
IAPF as a roll out mechanism did affect the approach to RBM and more specifically results
frameworks as discussed in section 3.2. However this could have been avoided if Concern had
rolled out such important policies and processes globally and outside of any funding arrangement.
Importantly it would have avoided the impression amongst country programmes that results
frameworks were for donor reporting only rather than, as intended, for programme management.
Concern’s results are better in PVI Stream 2 countries than in PVI Stream 1 (more vulnerable
contexts) countries as set out in this report. PVI Stream 1 contexts are the priority for Concern and
appendix 5.8 sets out how the organisation might approach overcoming the challenges of working in
PVI Stream 1 contexts that have been highlighted in this report.
A number of organisational themes emerged from this evaluation that reflect the key achievements
and challenges arising from the IAPF. These themes also affect the hypothesis that was developed
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with Concern at the start of the evaluation process; and confirm some parts of the hypothesis and
challenge some other parts of the hypothesis.

4.1

Organisational Themes
•

•

•

•

•

•

Influence of HCUEP: From the organisational strategy right the way down to financial
reporting packs, there is a deep permeation of HCUEP throughout Concern. This process
began in 2010 (before the IAPF) and escalated with the IAPF used as a vehicle to roll out the
policy with the contextual analysis process and has delivered incredibly relevant programme
designs. The centrality of HCUEP does translate into an incredibly focused organisation that
has and is adapting its programming to reflect this core policy. Such focus is an important
feature of an organisation that can control its own strategic path in the face of pressure from
donors. Fortunately there is a significant cross over between Concern’s priorities and Irish
Aid’s priorities, which suggests a strong mature relationship between donor and grantee,
based on the focused principles set out in HCUEP;
Introduction of RBM: The roll out of RBM has only been partly successful and the tendency
of country programmes to view the results frameworks as a reporting tool and not a
management tool is in my view partly due to framing this within the IAPF (see above).
Country programmes do manage by results, just not based on the same data that they
report to Dublin. This affects efficiencies and effectiveness.
Integrated Projects – Silo Structures: HCUEP and the contextual analysis resulted in more
integrated programme designs being put forward. Delivery however continues to be via silo
staffing structures, rather than one integrated staff team. This tension will become more
apparent with the introduction of integrated programme codes in the new Chart of Accounts.
This approach holds back efficiency and effectiveness and therefore will affect impact over
time. Alternative organisational design has been discussed in the report and Concern has to
consider ways of improving this aspect of intervention delivery.
Human Resources: this theme emerged over the period of the evaluation and was not
initially a key evaluation question. Being raised in a number of country evaluations and in the
validation visits did bring the issue to the fore. Human resources remain incredibly important
to retention of organisational memory, partnerships, relationship building, fundraising and
delivering impact. Concern’s new strategy on human resources should, if implemented
efficiently, help to address some of the issues affecting programme implementation, but
more needs to be done to address what could be perceived as on-going human resource
issues.
Language: This is another theme that was not originally planned for investigation. Concern
operates across a number of continents and in varying contexts supporting people with a
range of different needs. It is important that it makes itself as available and accessible as
possible, which includes language. Although one key informant did report that key internal
documents were available in languages other than English, I could not find any documents
(internal or external) published on Concern’s website in a language other than English.
Besides making it easier to be accountable to your beneficiaries, having multiple language
versions of reports, briefing notes, policies, etc. would make it easier for other organisations
and governments to access your work.
Strong Performance for Assets and Risk & Vulnerability at micro and meso levels:
Concern’s very strong performance at delivering impact for assets at micro level responds to
its history of delivering in this area. The delivery of strong results for Risk & Vulnerability
speaks to Concern’s expertise in nutrition and disaster and risk reduction. More work needs
to be done to bring Inequality results up to the same level as the other two dimensions of
extreme poverty. The emerging positive results for activity at the meso level are also
important. Concern was challenged at the end of MAPS II to move its impact from solely the
micro level up to macro and meso. Although not immediately evident the meso level
performance across the country programmes is cause for optimism as Concern has
demonstrated that it can translate performance at micro level to performance at the meso
level. The macro level saw the least programming, least measurement and consequently
fewest impacts reported. Additionally, it is possible that the impact from macro level outputs
and outcomes will not be felt at macro level, but rather at micro and meso level (policy
changes at a national level affect communities and households at a local level), so the
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measurement of macro impact might need to be reviewed, although over a much longer
period of time.
At the start of the evaluation a hypothesis (figure 3 in section 2 Methodology) was set out. The
evaluation process set out to test the evidence for and against the hypothesis to understand what
really happened during the IAPF period. While most of the hypothesis was correct, not all aspects of
the hypothesis could be verified. The main areas of difference are found where internal systems and
processes affect the impacts observed. The country programmes were more affected by the
introduction of both HCUEP and RBM than the hypothesis anticipated, with two separate processes
being set up for programme management and donor reporting. This has been discussed in section
3.2 Efficiency. Importantly both these processes do still feed into decision-making by results and
therefore into Concern being able to assess performance and make changes that ultimately lead to
Concern being more influential.
This leads to the final important conclusion from this process: that although tools and processes
have not been implemented, rolled out and adopted as Concern would have hoped, the organisation
has still achieved its short-term objectives of improving and making more accountable the way
Concern works; and of achieving the overall aim of the IAPF, which is to address extreme poverty
and vulnerability in 18 countries. Concern has delivered positive change for all of the five key result
areas of the IAPF, although performance in some result areas has been better than others as
outlined in this report.

4.2

Recommendations

The following recommendations are made for Concern to consider, with a view that these are
integrated into strategy and programme design in the future.
How Concern Understands Extreme Poverty:
1. HCUEP is an important core policy and is driven by important principles of extreme poverty and
graduation out of poverty. Concern should ensure that all programmes are designed in
response to the policy, including Advocacy and Active Citizenship. Internal systems should take
account of the policy’s focus on the three dimensions of extreme poverty as far as is practically
possible and regular reporting across the organisation should be framed by the policy.
2. HCUEP is reviewed every three years in a report to Council. These reviews should include a
refinement of the policy as new research and evidence becomes available.
3. The Poor-Vulnerable Index (PVI) is a significant measurement tool that deserves broader
promotion in the Development and Humanitarian sectors. PVI will require further refinement and
improvement as data, evidence and research allows.
Management Response:
Action:
Due by
Programme Design:
4. Concern should consider how to enable its beneficiaries to play a bigger role in design and
implementation of programmes. This should ideally go beyond consultation processes during
programme design.
5. Programme design has to be realistic as well as relevant and responsive to context. Including
response analysis or alternative analysis in the contextual analysis process may be a way to
ensure more realism and relevance in the future.
6. Concern needs to deepen and develop its inequality interventions. Building on the success of
inequality interventions at household level, Concern must programme appropriate micro and
meso level interventions that extend this success beyond the household.
7. A strong focus on meso-level interventions in programme design is important, especially in PVI
Stream 1 countries. Linking meso level activities to the micro level activities is also more likely
to ensure buy-in and community / local government ownership at the meso level.
8. Sustainability of results overall is an issue that needs attention. Concern needs to focus more
on sustainability expectations in its future programme designs and build in assessments of
barriers to sustainability and realistic timelines for expecting sustainability much earlier in the
programme cycle to give results achieved the best possible opportunity to be sustainable post40

programme period.
Management Response:
Action:

Due by

RBM and Monitoring & Evaluation:
9. Monitoring systems should be reviewed to ensure they are fit for purpose, lean and
straightforward, without sacrificing utility for programme management and donor reporting.
10. Concern needs to review the current suite of RBM tools and processes to ensure that each one
is actually needed and delivering its intended efficiencies.
11. Ownership of both RBM and M&E needs to be as close to the ground as possible and one way
to achieve this is to encourage more horizontal autonomy through mechanisms such as the
quarterly review process that can be conducted by and between area managers over a two day
period (low administrative impact with high ownership levels).
12. The perception that donor reporting and programme management are different processes and
require different data must be tackled. Integrating donor reporting requirements fully into
programme management requirements will improve effectiveness.
13. Advocacy and Active Citizenship need to review the tools and processes for measuring their
activities as well as the nature of the indicators that they use to ensure measurements and
outcomes aimed for are SMART and can account for qualitative as well as quantitative
measures more effectively.
14. Incorporate cost per beneficiary and cost effectiveness or cost benefit calculations (as
appropriate) into management dashboards. This kind of data will clarify efficiency discussions
(especially for PVI Stream 1) and donors also find this analysis useful.
Management Response:
Action:
Due by
Strategy:
15. Concern is interested in overcoming challenges in PVI Stream 1 contexts. This is a significant
challenge that will look different in each fragile country or context. Put together an action plan
based on the comments in appendix 5.8 that takes account of current challenges and
programming in each country and aims to deliver enhanced organisation, programming and
planned results over a defined period longer than five years.
16. Concern reviews its partnership policy every three years (most recently in 2013). The next
review is due in 2016 and should include clarification of Concern’s approach in practical terms
to partnerships and relationships in PVI Stream 1 contexts. Adapting a tool such as Jared
Raynor’s Framework for Evaluating Networks and Partnership (Raynor, 2010) would help to
identify possible expectations for partnerships and relationships outside of on-granting.
Management Response:
Action:
Due by
Research:
17. The PRA groups in Malawi and Chad reported an unintended impact of a reduction in domestic
violence as a result of Concern’s work in their communities. This needs to be fully explored to
understand whether this is true more generally and how this can be incorporated into inequality
programming in the future as an intended impact.
18. Beneficiaries in some programmes are reporting that non-beneficiaries are asking about the
programme interventions and learning about them from programme participants, without
Concern funding or support this learning. This is potentially very exciting and needs to be fully
explored to determine the veracity of these claims and if true, the impact that this represents for
Concern. This will also have future programming implications that need to be fully understood
(sustainability, community mobilisation, beneficiary involvement, etc.).
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5 Appendices
The following appendices have been supplied as separate documents
1. Hypothesis developed for the Evaluation (and revised after the Evaluation)
2. Evaluation Framework (including Value for Money Matrix)
3. Value for Money Analysis
4. Process Tracing Maps and Evidence Tables for Active Citizenship
5. Process Tracing Maps and Evidence Tables for Advocacy
6. IAPF Country Validation Visit to Chad Report
7. IAPF Country Validation Visit to Malawi Report
8. Overcoming Challenges of PVI Stream 1 Operating Contexts
9. Documents Reviewed
10. Key Informant Interviews
11. Outcome Harvesting Questionnaire
12. PRA Exercise Templates
13. Qualitative Analysis Codes
14. Inception Report
15. Terms of Reference
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